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Chapter 1: Introduction 

In this dissertation I investigate a massive online outpouring of opposition to H.B. 

2, a bill projected to substantially restrict abortion access in Texas.  This outpouring 

marked the beginning of widespread resistance to abortion restrictions in Texas, 

culminating in the United States Supreme Court striking down large portions of the bill in 

Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt (Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt 2016).  In 

the analytic chapters that follow, I draw on a massive social media dataset reflecting the 

online social movement conversation among those opposed to the bill.  Using these data, 

I investigate the conversation in terms of the geography, emotions, social ties, and 

framing strategies of its participants.   

In order to contextualize the investigations that follow, I begin by describing the 

social movement organizing in opposition to the bill.  I then describe the legal challenges 

to the bill and their impacts on the implementation of its various provisions.  As H.B. 2 

was not an isolated case, I also discuss the national and state reproductive health policy 

contexts from which it emerged.  Finally, I situate my analyses within two disciplines: the 

study of reproductive health and social movement scholarship.   

 

ABORTION RIGHTS ORGANIZING IN RESPONSE TO TEXAS HOUSE BILL 2   

On June 20, 2013, over 700 people registered to testify against an abortion 

restriction bill at a Texas House State Affairs committee hearing.  The conference rooms 

and hallways of the John H. Reagan building on the outskirts of the Texas Capitol 

grounds were packed with abortion rights supporters.  One by one they were called to 

testify before the committee in a small, crowded hearing room.  Over the course of 12 
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hours, members of the committee came and went as abortion rights supporters delivered 

impassioned three-minute speeches on the importance of abortion access in Texas.     

The magnitude of this response was unprecedented in Texas.  Just two years 

earlier, in 2011 the Texas legislature had authorized a massive family planning budget cut 

and a suite of abortion restrictions, both of which became law virtually without public 

response.  The unusually large turnout that night likely reflected a recognition of the bill's 

serious projected implications for Texas women.  H.B. 2 was an amalgam of four 

separate bills that had all failed to proceed out of committee in the regular session of the 

83rd Texas Legislature in the spring of 2013.  The bill’s first provision required 

physicians to follow medically outdated Food and Drug Administration protocol in the 

provision of medication abortion (abortion with pills). Its second provision banned most 

abortions after 22 weeks of gestation, without exception for the health of the woman. The 

third provision mandated that physicians providing abortion care have hospital admitting 

privileges at a hospital within 30 miles of the clinic where the procedure was performed1. 

Its fourth and final provision required all abortions to be performed in ambulatory 

surgical centers2.  The first three provisions were set to take effect in the fall of 2013, 

while the fourth was set to take effect in late summer of 2014.  Taken together, these four 
                                                
1 Hospital admitting privileges are extended by hospitals to physicians who admit patients.  Physicians who 
primarily perform abortion care do not admit patients to the hospital because abortion is a very safe 
procedure with a very low rate of complications (Upadhyay et al. 2015).  As a result of this low risk of 
complications, transfers from abortion clinics to hospitals are very rare.  When transfers do occur, the 
Emergency Medical Treatment and Labor Act of 1986 requires that the hospital admit the patient.  
Therefore, hospital admitting privileges for physicians who provide abortion care are medically irrelevant.  
This was ultimately affirmed by the United States Supreme Court in their ruling Whole Women’s Health v. 
Hellerstedt, the decision which struck down this and the ambulatory surgical center requirement as 
unconstitutional burdens on the provision of abortion care.  (See next footnote.) 
2 Ambulatory surgical centers are medical facilities whose standards are statutorily defined such that major 
surgery may be safely performed.  Standards include features such as room size, hallway width, physical 
plant requirements, and requirements for a fully stocked pharmacy (beyond what is necessary for 
gynecological care).  As with the admitting privileges requirement, the United States Supreme Court found 
this provision to be unconnected to the quality of care and struck it down as an unconstitutional burdens on 
the provision of health care. 
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provisions were projected by advocates of abortion rights to close all but six of Texas’ 41 

abortion clinics, leaving more than 1.3 million reproductive age Texas women residing 

more than 100 miles from the nearest abortion clinic in their state3. 

The massive outpouring of opposition to H.B. 2 was likely motivated by 

anticipation of these dramatic impacts.  Through the social media platforms Twitter and 

Facebook, activists were able to broadcast information concerning the bill's anticipated 

consequences to a wide audience of potential abortion rights supporters.  The 

mobilization of these supporters also depended on the social media sites’ facilitation of 

real-time communication concerning hearing times and locations.  Rapid communication 

was particularly critical in recruiting attendees to the June 20th hearing, as the hearing was 

announced only one day earlier (C. Jones 2013). Social media continued to play a role in 

communication throughout the hearing, as attendees used Twitter to organize food, 

transportation, and speaking time logistics.  

The magnitude of testimony on June 20th was described in the press as a 

"citizen's filibuster" because it extended the hearing past midnight, thereby creating the 

opportunity for a formal filibuster of the bill in the state Senate (C. Jones 2013).  

Subsequent hearings were announced unpredictably, and activists continued to organize 

attendance on short notice via Twitter.  Activists coordinated resistance to H.B. 2 and 

found each other online using hashtags4 developed during the June 20th hearing and in the 

following days.  These hashtags were shared through the Twitter feeds of key bloggers 

and organizers.   

                                                
3 These projections come from the Potter declaration in Planned Parenthood v. Abbott (Planned Parenthood 
v. Abbott 2014), a document to which I contributed analyses.  They were largely borne out in subsequent 
research by the Texas Policy Evaluation Project.   
4 Hashtags are a user-generated tagging system employed by Twitter users to express opinions, organize 
communication, develop conversations, and allow conversational participants to find one another. 
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On June 25, 2013, five days after the citizen’s filibuster hearing, thousands of 

abortion rights supporters returned to the Capitol to witness Texas state Senator Wendy 

Davis filibuster of the bill.  Over the course of the day, the Texas statehouse slowly filled 

with protestors, until, by evening, there were long lines at most doorways. Protestors 

juggling signs and cell phones mingled with groups who livestreamed their voices in 

chants.  In the rotunda, a circle of activists danced and sang, “We’re not Gonna Take It” 

by Twited Sister.   

Protestors may have appeared isolated from one another by their absorption in 

technology, but they were brought into closer communication through their participation 

in online forums that day.  Brought together on Twitter under the hashtag 

#StandWithWendy, they were monitoring the progress of the filibuster via microblog 

posts from those in the Senate galleries and communicating with opponents of H.B. 2 

both inside and outside the Capitol.  Scores of food deliveries addressed to the protestors 

began arriving at the Capitol, ordered by abortion rights advocates nationwide who were 

following the filibuster and protests online.  The logistical challenge of organizing and 

distributing these donations was resolved by bloggers with large Twitter followings 

working with organizers for reproductive rights organizations.   

Despite the unprecedented public outcry against H.B. 2, the events at the Capitol 

were not covered by any local or national news outlets as they unfolded.  The sole 

exception was a web publication called the Texas Tribune, which livestreamed footage 

from the Senate floor.  By midnight, 140,000 people were watching the livestream from 

the Senate, the hashtag #StandWithWendy trended5 nationally on Twitter, and President 

Obama had tweeted his support for the filibuster (Aguilar 2013).  

                                                
5 Trending hashtags on Twitter reflect the most popular and widely used hashtags at a moment in time. 
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At 11:18 AM on June 25, 2013, as protesters gathered, Senator Davis began the 

speech she intended to become a filibuster. To prevent H.B. 2 from passing, she had to 

continue speaking on the subject of the bill, refrain from eating or drinking, and remain 

standing on the floor of the Texas Senate without touching a desk or chair until midnight.  

If she stopped speaking or her opponents in the Senate found at least three violations in 

her adherence to the rules of Texas Senate filibusters, the bill would be brought to a vote 

and the majority Republican Senate would ensure its passage.     

Wendy Davis’ speech was repeatedly interrupted by claims she was violating 

filibuster rules. The rules of filibusters in the Texas Senate are strict, but by some 

accounts (Koh 2013), they were applied even more strictly to Davis than they were to 

previous senators conducting filibusters. In total, Republicans brought six critiques 

against Davis over the course of the filibuster.  Only these two points were sustained: 

first, that discussion of increased demand for abortion due to previous family planning 

budget cuts6 was outside the scope of the debate, and second, that Davis’ use of a back 

brace was a violation of the prohibition against leaning on furniture.  

A Republican senator formally accused Wendy Davis of a third violation just 16 

minutes before midnight.   Despite Democrats’ efforts to draw out the parliamentary 

debate over the accusation, the Republican majority successfully called for a vote.  

Realizing that the bill would pass if a vote was held, the protesters in the galleries above 

the Senate floor began chanting, “Shame! Shame!”  Their voices were amplified by 

additional chanting from the protestors outside the Senate floor and in the hallways and 

rotunda.  Together, their voices were so loud that the Capitol building itself shook.  The 

senators could not hear each other to hold a vote.  Only after the midnight deadline was a 

                                                
6 Research from the Texas Policy Evaluation Project on which I was an author. 
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vote actually held, but by that time the session of the legislature had statutorily ended. 

The bill was dead.   

The bill was dead but the fight was not over.  The morning after the filibuster, 

Texas Governor Rick Perry announced a second special session of the Texas legislature 

specifically to pass laws to regulate “the horrors of the late-term abortion industry” (Perry 

2013). Over the course of the three weeks of this second special session, supporters and 

opponents of abortion rights continued to fill the Texas Capitol for every hearing and 

debate. It was during this special session, specifically devoted to abortion, that the 

legislature ultimately passed H.B. 2.  On July 18th, 2013, the bill was signed into Texas 

law.  

 

LEGAL CHALLENGES AND IMPACTS OF H.B. 2 

At the bill’s signing on July 18th, 2013, H.B. 2’s three-year journey through the 

Federal judiciary was set in motion.  Throughout this circuitous process, the reality of 

abortion access in Texas was shaped by the intermittent and unpredictable enforcement of 

the law’s various provisions.  In two separate legal challenges, abortion providers brought 

suit against the state, asking the courts to rule on the constitutionality of imposing 

restrictions like those in H.B. 2.  The constitutionality of the burdens imposed by H.B. 2 

was to be determined by whether they were “undue”, as outlined by the precedent set by 

Planned Parenthood v. Casey, (Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. 

Casey 1992). How burdens might be measured, and what constituted an undue burden 

would be subject to vigorous debate.   

In September 2013, before any part of H.B. 2 went into effect, the Center for 

Reproductive Rights, the American Civil Liberties Union, and a group of Texas abortion 
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providers joined together to file a facial challenge alleging that two the bill’s provisions 

were unconstitutional.  A facial challenge may be brought before a law takes effect 

because it alleges that a law is unconstitutional in all possible applications.  Ruling in the 

case less than 24 hours before the first three provisions of the law were set to take effect, 

U.S. District Judge Lee Yeakel found in favor of the plaintiffs and against the state.  As 

part of his decision, he enjoined the entire law pending litigation (Planned Parenthood of 

Greater Texas v. Abbott 2013).  The state appealed the decision to the U.S. 5th Circuit, 

which found the provisions constitutional and ruled that they should be enforced during 

litigation (PLAN’D PARENTHOOD SURGICAL HEALTH SERVS. v. Abbott 2013).  

As a result, the State of Texas began enforcing the admitting privileges requirement, the 

restriction on medication abortion provision, and the ban on abortion procedures after 22 

weeks gestation statewide on November 1, 2013.   

In April 2014, a group of abortion providers filed suit challenging the admitting 

privilege and ambulatory surgical center requirement provisions of H.B. 2.  Whereas the 

first suit had challenged the admitting privileges requirement on facial grounds, the 

second suit challenged the provision on the basis of its observed consequences over the 

six months during which it had been in effect.  For the first time, the ambulatory surgical 

center requirement, widely considered the bill's most burdensome provision, was also 

brought before the courts' consideration.   

In August 2014, U.S. District Court Judge Lee Yeakel again enjoined the law on 

the eve of its enforcement (Whole Woman’s Health v. Lakey 2014)7.  But in October 

2014, the U.S. 5th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that all provisions should be enforced 

while the case was on appeal (Whole Woman’s Health v. Cole 2015).  Therefore, on 

                                                
7 The names of the cases changed as the Commissioner of the Texas Health and Human Services 
Commission changed. 
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October 2, 2014 the whole law went into effect and remained in effect until October 14th, 

when the U.S. Supreme Court intervened to enjoin both the admitting privileges and 

ambulatory surgical center requirements pending its review of the case.  Ultimately, the 

U.S. Supreme Court struck down the admitting privileges and ambulatory surgical center 

provisions as unconstitutional in Whole Women’s Health v. Hellerstedt on June 27th, 

2016.  

While Whole Women’s Health v. Hellerstedt struck down what were likely the 

two most onerous restrictions in H.B. 2, it had no bearing on the law’s other provisions. 

H.B 2’s ban on all abortion procedures after 22 weeks gestation remains in effect as does 

its requirement that physicians follow outdated protocols regarding medication abortion.  

However, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration updated its rules to reflect current 

evidence-based practices on March 29th, 2017, so the latter provision no longer has an 

impact on care (R. Jones and Boonstra 2016).  In short, the only part of the bill still 

directly impacting abortion care in Texas is the ban on procedures after 22 weeks 

gestation.  However, this description conceals H.B. 2’s lasting impact on the landscape of 

abortion care in the state of Texas.  

 

Public health impacts of H.B. 2 

In October 2016, there were only 19 clinics providing abortion care in Texas, a 

dramatic decline from the 41 open at the time of H.B. 2’s debate and passage.  Had the 

ambulatory surgical center requirement gone into effect that number would have dropped 

even further to 9 or 10 total clinics in the state.  This decline reflects the impacts of H.B. 

2's provisions while they were in effect, as well as the damage wrought by the climate of 

uncertainty surrounding the bill.  Clinic operators and physicians did not know if they 
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would be able to continue operating in the future, since complying with some of the law’s 

provisions would be extremely expensive or impossible.  At trial, witnesses testified that 

transforming clinics into ambulatory surgical centers was either impossible or required 

renovations costing over a million dollars.  The clinic closures resulting from the law and 

its threatened implementation negatively impacted Texas women’s access to abortion 

care.  The number of abortions dropped in Texas by 14% after the November 1, 2013 

implementation of the bill’s first three provisions (Grossman et al. 2014).  And women 

who did receive abortions encountered substantial burdens accessing care after that date 

(Gerdts et al. 2016; Baum et al. 2016). New clinics may reopen now that portions of the 

law have been ruled unconstitutional, however none have done so in the four months 

between the Court’s ruling and October 2016.   

The impact of H.B. 2 must be understood in the context of other abortion 

restrictions in Texas.  Restrictions enacted before H.B. 2’s debate and passage remain in 

effect, requiring Texas women to undergo mandatory ultrasound and counseling visits 24 

hours before their abortion procedures and limiting the provision of procedures in the 

second trimester to ambulatory surgical centers.  During the litigation of H.B. 2, the 

Texas legislature enacted H.B. 3994, which dramatically revised the process by which 

minors may seek judicial bypasses when they cannot secure parental consent to access 

abortion care.  H.B. 3994 also mandated that all women receiving abortion care in Texas 

present valid, government-issued photo identification, a requirement which may limit 

access to care, particularly among the undocumented population. Whole Women’s Health 

v. Hellerstedt notwithstanding, HB.2's lasting consequences are compounded by a host of 

other restrictions on abortion care in Texas. 
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Legal consequences  

The U.S. Supreme Court decision striking down parts of H.B. 2, Whole Women’s 

Health v. Hellerstedt, has two major implications for scholars who evaluate the impacts 

of reproductive health policy.  First, the Court provided a standard for measuring burdens 

on abortion access.  Second, the Court ruled that a restriction which introduces a burden 

on abortion access is only legitimate if it demonstrably advances a valid state purpose.  

Even then, its benefits must be weighed against its costs to those individuals it burdens.  

Now legislators may not simply assert that they are advancing a purpose by imposing a 

restriction on abortion; they must prove it.  These standards affirm the importance of 

evaluating abortion restrictions’ impacts, and they also have implications beyond 

abortion.  Here I briefly describe some of the decision’s implications. 

First, the Court ruled that measurement of a law’s burden should reflect how the 

burden is experienced in actuality, not how it might be experienced in a hypothetical case 

where no other burdens are present (Siegel and Greenhouse 2016).  In practice, this 

means that intersection of burdens arising from historical inequities, differential impacts 

among some groups, and the impacts of previously enacted restrictions may be 

considered in assessing the burden of a law.  This legal acknowledgement of the variable 

consequences of abortion restrictions for different populations is consistent with one of 

the arguments emerging from the reproductive justice frame: specifically, that the 

measurement of a law's impact must account for the variation of its impact on different 

populations (Crenshaw 1989; Harris and Wolfe 2014).  

In weighing the bill’s constitutionality, the Court rejected as unfounded the state 

of Texas’ argument that the provisions of H.B. 2 improved the health and safety of 

women.  This decision forms a foundation for the rejection of specious justifications for 

legislative limitations on individual rights (Reingold and Gostin 2016), which has already 
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had impacts beyond reproductive health care restrictions.  Within the first months after 

the decision was handed down, voting rights restrictions, which relied on legislatures’ 

unsubstantiated claims of widespread voter fraud, began to fall before the Court’s new 

standard (Stern 2016).  

 

POLITICAL CONTEXT 

United States 

Between 2010 and 2015, US states introduced 288 new restrictions on abortion 

care, representing a quarter of all restrictions introduced since Roe v. Wade in 1972 (Nash 

et al. 2016).  These new restrictions have been largely concentrated in states with 

conservative legislatures, leading to divergent regulatory regimes for abortion provision 

in predominantly conservative and predominantly liberal U.S. states.  Not all states with 

dramatic new restrictions during this period saw public responses like the one observed in 

Texas.  For example, Ohio passed a series of restrictions which received little media 

coverage or public response (Upadhyay et al. 2016). 

 Nationwide, new abortion restriction laws bear striking similarities to each other 

in terms of content and language.  This is unsurprising since Americans United for Life 

claims responsibility for the vast majority of these laws on its website, including H.B. 2 

in Texas (Americans United for Life 2016).  An investigation by an abortion rights 

organization found that Americans United for Life played a substantial role in drafting 

H.B. 2, and that it provided strategic support to proponents of the bill (“It’s a TRAP: 

How Anti-Choice Groups Have Used Texas to Push a Radical National Agenda” 2016).  

Such findings support the conclusion that the nationwide increase in bills restricting 
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abortion provision is the result of a coordinated effort by national groups opposing 

abortion rights. 

 

Texas 

The state of the reproductive healthcare system in Texas had already been 

compromised at the time of H.B. 2’s introduction.  Two years earlier, in 2011, the Texas 

legislature had cut family planning funding by two-thirds, excluded Planned Parenthood 

from providing most state-subsidized family planning care, and mandated ultrasounds 

with counseling 24 hours before any abortion procedure.  The family planning policy 

changes led to the closure of at least 79 family planning clinics statewide (White et al. 

2012) and substantial reductions in the provision of long-acting reversible methods of 

contraception (Stevenson et al. 2016; White et al. 2015).  Likewise, the imposition of 

mandatory counseling and ultrasound visits decreased access to abortion without 

changing women’s minds about their procedures (TxPEP 2013).  In the context of these 

disruptions of the Texas reproductive healthcare system, researchers and pundits 

predicted that the impact of H.B. 2 would be grave for Texas women (Grossman et al. 

2014).   

Because my colleagues and I at the Texas Policy Evaluation Project (TxPEP) had 

been measuring the impacts reproductive health policy in Texas since 2011, we were 

engaged in the policy discussion around H.B. 2. Our projections and measurements of the 

law’s impacts were to be central to both lawsuits challenging H.B. 2. In addition, TxPEP 

research findings were widely covered in the media, before, during, and after the events 

of summer 2013.     
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MOTIVATION 

The past twenty years have seen an increasing reliance on digital communication 

tools.  The implications of this reliance for wellbeing, civic engagement, and social 

interaction are debated in the public sphere (Putnam 2000; Turkle 2011; Rainie and 

Wellman 2012) and in the academy (Castells 2015; Paik and Sanchagrin 2013; Fischer 

2009).  But regardless of whether one thinks the internet is good or bad for society or 

people, the fact of the internet’s widespread use is inescapable and in particular, the 

internet has become an important site of collective action mobilization (Castells 2015; 

Earl and Kimport 2011; Sandra González-Bailón et al. 2011). 

 

Studying social movements online 

One consequence of digital social interaction and mobilization is a newly 

available wealth of detailed individual-level longitudinal data.  The software architecture 

behind the digital platforms we use to communicate necessitates the retention of records 

of online behavior and speech.  Websites and web applications have two major 

components: the front-end interface the user sees and the backend databases which store 

the data the front-end displays.  The retention of data is necessary for platforms to 

provide the features and services we expect.  For example, we expect to be able to find 

someone’s two-month old vacation photos on a social media site, our own emails from 

last Monday, or a celebrity’s microblog post from ten minutes ago.  By storing the data 

necessary for retrospective inspection of online phenomena, the platforms’ databases may 

contain data which are of interest to social scientists.  However, unlike survey data and 

administrative records, these data are rarely designed with social research in mind and 

thus using them presents a unique challenge for scholars and requires careful 

examinations of what data actually represent. 
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Despite these barriers to their use, the data available in the vast archives of digital 

backend databases have two important roles to play in social research.  First, they give us 

a new window into social life, one which might allow us to test theories and develop 

dynamic models which were previously only accessible to investigations with simulation.  

And second they provide a direct view of online social interaction, which could advance 

our understanding of the content and structure of digitally-mediated communication.  In 

order to use digitally transferred data from these platforms, however, scholars must 

develop strategies and best practices for defining and studying online social phenomena.   

In this dissertation I develop strategies of this type in order to employ a large 

dataset from a social media site to both examine previously difficult to test theories and 

to characterize online interaction.  Specifically, I examine the social response to H.B. 2, 

an abortion restriction bill in Texas, using Twitter data reflecting the online social 

movement conversation in response to the bill.  Twitter is a web application in which 

users share tweets (microblog posts on Twitter, limited to 140 characters).  For each user, 

these tweets are either public or private (requiring permission from the user for viewing).  

The entire history of posts issued by users whose tweets are public is viewable by any 

person with internet access.  Furthermore, users may view the corpus of all tweets issued 

by public users through a variety of search mechanisms.  Chief among these are mentions 

(tweets in which a particular user is mentioned) and hashtags (strings of characters 

preceded by a #-symbol which are used to organize conversations and identify other 

likeminded users).  Thus, a public user “tweeting at” a popular user (i.e. posting a tweet 

with that popular user’s handle in it) is a public act which may be witnessed by any users 

who follow the mentions of the popular user.  Similarly, using a popular hashtag may 

yield a similar result. 
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I begin with raw data for all tweets containing any of the hashtags used by 

activists to organize their conversation, from the period of the bill’s debate and passage 

into law (June 19 through July 14, 2013).  I employ computational methods, human 

coding, and traditional demographic methods to examine the structure, content, and 

patterns of the conversation.  In addition to illustrating these methods’ application to 

digital data to address social science questions, my investigations contribute to both 

social movement studies and the study of reproductive health.  Below I outline the 

motivation for my work from each of these perspectives. 

 

Social movement studies  

Scholars and policymakers have long taken an interest in social movements 

because of their substantial impacts on national culture, discourse, and policy (Amenta 

2006; Gould 2009).  Like their offline counterparts, emerging online social movements 

have proven impactful.  For example, the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge raised $115 million 

dollars in donations over three months by encouraging individuals to post videos in 

which they dump ice on themselves and thereby substantially advanced research funding 

for the disease (ALS Association 2015; ALS Association 2016). In another example, the 

Komen Foundation was forced to restore cancer screening funding to Planned Parenthood 

after a two-week mobilization of hundreds of thousands of Facebook and Twitter users 

who expressed their disapproval of Komen’s defunding through online speech (Preston 

2012; Rogers 2011).  In this case, the widespread expression of outrage by itself was 

sufficient to change an organization’s policy.  As these examples demonstrate, even brief 

digital expressions of resistance unaccompanied by offline civic actions may influence 

policy and research outcomes. 
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However, social movements that are characterized as “online” are rarely 

exclusively online phenomena.  For example, #occupywallstreet grew rapidly online but 

protesters’ engagement ranged from individuals who voiced their support one time on 

social media to those who joined months-long encampments (Agarwal et al. 2014).  As 

demonstrated by the Occupy movements, digital social movement conversations and 

expressions of outrage online are not always independent of engagement in traditional, 

non-digital social movement activities.  For example, Gerbaudo argues directly that 

digital engagement is not separate from “in the streets” protest (Gerbaudo 2012).  

Similarly, Earl and Kimport describe digital engagement tools as part of a repertoire of 

tactics used by traditional social movement organizations (Earl and Kimport 2011).  

Castells takes a slightly stronger stance, arguing that digital engagement forms a new 

type of networked power (Castells 2015).  Conover and co-authors document the use of 

digital protest movements by traditionally-engaged activists to highlight their support for 

policy positions (Conover et al. 2013).  The abortion rights organizing in the summer of 

2013 in Texas was similarly a hybrid of offline and online organizing. At protest events, 

a substantial fraction of participants at any time were tweeting about the action, and 

Twitter was used to organize offline rallies and occupations of space at the Capitol.  The 

movement was neither exclusively digital nor exclusively non-digital, but the 

conversations that unfolded online, particularly on Twitter, provide an opportunity to 

examine the movement’s dynamics in detail.   

Social movement scholars have begun to attend to the role of online organizing in 

current social movements (Castells 2015; Theocharis et al. 2015; Vicari 2013; Earl and 

Kimport 2011), however the central question of whether digital communication 

technology has change collective action is unresolved.  While this question is beyond the 

scope of any single study, advancing toward its answer requires the introduction of tools 
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previously not used by scholars of social movements.  Tools for analyzing massive 

databases like those resulting from online activity have been developed in other 

disciplines (especially computer science and communication).  While borrowing these 

tools and techniques is a fruitful exercise, sociologists must carefully evaluate them in 

order to determine whether they measure our objects of interest.  In my analytic chapters, 

I draw on computational tools where appropriate to address questions about an online 

social movement conversation.  When necessary and possible, I apply traditional human-

coding to digital data to address my questions. 

Applying these strategies, I employ a massive dataset to address three domains of 

social movement studies using Twitter data from the online social movement 

conversation in response to H.B. 2.  First, I estimate the locations of the participants in 

the conversation.  Second, I analyze the social ties between participants and the emotions 

expressed within ties and investigate the degree to which ties of various types support 

continued engagement in the movement conversation.  And third, I investigate the 

process by which interactions between activists and movement elites led to elites’ 

transition to using more radical frames.   Below I briefly describe the theoretical 

motivation for each of these efforts. 

Scholars of social movements have often returned to the question of who 

movement participants are, but they have typically studied movements which came 

together in physical space.  Because the meaningfulness of online engagement is 

contested, and because anyone anywhere in the world may use most social media sites, 

who participates in online social movements presents an important question.  

Specifically, in the case of the online response to H.B. 2, whether those tweeting in 

opposition to the bill were Texans or instead were coastal liberals was unknown.  I 
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address this question by describing the geography of the movement conversation 

participants in my first analytical chapter. 

Scholars of social movements have also addressed questions of whether and how 

social movements persist between periods of intense activity.  They have argued that 

strong social ties between some participants form latent networks by which movements 

maintain consistency during periods of relative invisibility (Melucci, Keane, and Mier 

1989; Taylor 1989).  However, the relatively rapid pace of online organizing (like other 

online phenomena) makes the question of how and if online movements persist a new one 

for social movement scholars. A related and robust body of social movement scholarship 

has demonstrated that social ties to others in a movement predict individuals’ initial 

mobilization into movement activism (McAdam 1986).  This finding regarding initial 

engagement has been replicated to some extent in online contexts (Sandra González-

Bailón et al. 2011; Bond et al. 2012), but both in online and offline movement contexts, 

how relationships between activists shape ongoing engagement is an open question.  For 

example, González-Bailón and co-authors use a binary indicator of any communication 

as a measure of a social tie.  Bond and co-authors use individuals’ relative frequency of 

interaction on the social media site Facebook as a measure of tie strength.  Building on 

these definitions, I examine individuals’ ties to others in the movement conversation in a 

variety of ways.  I then assess individuals’ subsequent participation in light of the ties 

they share with others in the movement conversation.  Through this examination I 

address both the question of networks’ contribution to movement persistence through 

periods of latency, and the question of networks’ support for individuals’ continued 

engagement through periods of latency.   

Examining the social ties between participants requires me to operationalize 

social ties in the online context I study.  Previous digital studies of social ties have largely 
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relied on either platform-defined relationships like followership or friendship, or on the 

volume of communication between to individuals (Bond et al. 2012; Sandra González-

Bailón et al. 2011).  Notably, a recent study found that receiving more Facebook friend 

requests was associated with decreased mortality risk (Hobbs et al. 2016).  However, 

there is evidence that ties measured in this way may not be as strong as ties measured via 

self-report as is typical in most of sociology (Cummings, Butler, and Kraut 2002; Doerfel 

and Moore 2015). Whether this is due to the difference is measurement between offline 

and online contexts or whether ties online are inherently less strong is not estimated in 

the current literature.  Given the variation in definitions of online social ties, the 

uncertainty regarding why online ties appear to be weaker, and the relatively low 

threshold for ties employed by most digital studies, I turn to the content of online 

communications to enhance my measurement of ties.  Specifically, I examine emotions in 

communications between individuals to seek a more robust measure of tie strength.  

Turning away from individual-level outcomes but still employing individual-level 

data, I address how movements coalesce around shared descriptions of their purpose.  

Scholars use the word “frame” to describe the discrete packages of interpretation, 

motivation, and language which motivate and shape collective action (Snow and Benford 

1988).  Most previous work on within-movement frame negotiation has approached the 

question from the organizational- or movement-level perspective.  This analytic approach 

situates agency in the organization or movement, rather than the individual.  For example, 

Ferree analyzes framing at the national movement level (Ferree 2003).  Both of these 

studies are typical in their use analysis of framing as a strategy used by organizations or 

movements to induce mobilization among individuals.  In contrast, in the context of 

increasing online organizing and waning organizational influence, I look within a 
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movement to ask how individuals might shape movement-level framing by targeting 

elites.  

Because abortion has been so contentious in the United States, scholars of social 

movements have long studied movements in opposition to and support of abortion rights.  

For example, Luker detailed the historical emergence of contention over abortion (Luker 

1984), Ferree used abortion as a venue to examine the influence of political opportunity 

structures on discourse (Ferree 2003), and Munson used abortion opponents to study the 

process by which activists were radicalized by movement engagement (Munson 2010).  

Substantively, this dissertation advances that strain of literature into the digital age by 

examining a massive outpouring of support for abortion rights in the contemporary digital 

context.   

 

Reproductive health research  

Highly contentious policies have often been the focus of reproductive health 

research, and scholars benefit from examining the social responses to these policies.  

Such examination lays the foundation for the thoughtful integration of changing social 

contexts into policy evaluation work.  Furthermore, it protects against the need to assume 

reactive or defensive stances when social movements intersect with reproductive health 

policy evaluation.  In this dissertation, I join a longstanding tradition among 

demographers for whom the object of study extends beyond population processes and 

policies narrowly defined to include the social contexts giving rise and reacting to 

policies (Demeny 1986; Watkins 2000; Watkins, Rutenberg, and Wilkinson 1997; 

Hodgson and Watkins 1997).  I draw on digital social data to advance the study of social 

movements about abortion, contraception, and reproduction using new methods.  In so 
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doing, I provide insights into these movements which might fruitfully be incorporated 

into the evaluation of reproductive health policy, both as scholars design their analyses 

and as they frame their findings in academic publications and for the press.  

In addition to illuminating the social consequences of policies, examinations of 

the social responses to laws may also suggest future directions for policy.  As I argue 

above, social movements may influence the policymaking process either directly or 

indirectly, through reformulating cultural norms.  Indeed, such cultural changes have 

increasingly been identified by social movements as their goal (Jasper 2008; Wuthnow 

1989).  And social movements regarding abortion and contraception have long focused 

on cultural change alongside policy change (Luker 1984; Ferree 2003).  Consequently, 

the examination of collective action in response to reproductive health policies may 

foreshadow future policy and jurisprudence regarding abortion and contraception. 

In recent years, a new framing called reproductive justice has posed a challenge to 

researchers' definition of reproductive health policy success.  According to its advocates, 

reproductive justice broadens the framing of reproductive rights to include the 

experiences of women who are subject to multiple interacting systems of oppression 

(Crenshaw 1989).  Advocates of the new framing argue that abortion and contraception 

are just two of many aspects of dignified decision-making around reproduction to which 

people are entitled.  Reproductive justice identifies a range of additional rights, such as 

equal dignity in choosing parenting when desired and the right to raise children in safe 

communities.  Efforts to apply this frame to reproductive health research have proven 

contentious (Gomez, Fuentes, and Allina 2014) and examination of the movement from 

which they arise might facilitate the dialogue regarding this proposed integration.  

This contention emerges from, and thus must be understood in relation to, a larger 

controversy among factions of social movements outside reproductive health research.  
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Because the relationship between reproductive health policy evaluation and these social 

movements is bidirectional, understanding this larger controversy is important for 

scholars of reproductive health policy.  Specifically, the investigation of reproductive 

health policy is advanced by understanding how evaluations are impacted by social 

movements and how social movements shape the focus and interpretation of evaluation 

findings.  Given their politically contentious status, abortion and contraception undergo 

frequent reframing.  Therefore, contextualizing the evaluation of reproductive health 

policies requires close examinations of reframing processes in adjacent social 

movements.  This dissertation brings digital social data to bear on this longstanding area 

of inquiry. 

 

SUMMARY 

In this dissertation I employ digital social data to study the social movement in 

response to Texas H.B. 2 during the summer of 2013.  In doing so, I engage the 

demographic tradition of examining social movements adjacent to demographic 

phenomena.  The analytic chapters that follow draw on a massive online social movement 

conversation dataset in order to make methodological and substantive contributions to the 

disciplines of social movement studies and reproductive health research.  Such studies of 

online social movement engagement may advance social movement scholars' 

understandings of within-movement mechanisms, while contextualizing shifts in the 

focus and social interpretation of reproductive health research.  
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Chapter 2: Locating the Twitter users who opposed HB 2 

Earlier version of work published 2014 in the journal Contraception as “Finding 

the Twitter users who stood with Wendy” (Stevenson 2014). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

On June 25, 2013, Wendy Davis stood on the floor of the Texas Senate for 11 

hours to filibuster HB2, an omnibus abortion bill that promised to dramatically decrease 

the number of clinics providing abortion care in Texas, ban abortions after 20 weeks 

“post fertilization,” require all physicians providing abortion care to have admitting 

privileges at a hospital within 30 miles of the facility where they worked, and impose 

restrictions on the provision of medication abortion.  As she spoke, the Texas Capitol 

filled with thousands of supporters and opponents of abortion rights while 180,000 

watched via livestream.  Supporters of abortion rights had been rallying in the days 

before Davis’ filibuster and they returned day after day to oppose the bill.  A hashtag, 

#StandWithWendy, arose on Twitter as supporters online expressed their outrage with the 

bill and their support for Davis.  

Tweets about the bill and the filibuster represent real-world responses to the 

proposed restrictions.  Johnson-Hanks and coauthors (Johnson-Hanks 2011) propose a 

theory of action situating individuals’ behaviors within conjunctures, or short-term sets of 

conditions under which action occurs.  Wendy Davis’ filibuster and the prospect of 

HB2’s passage presented Twitter users in Texas with a conjuncture.  How they responded 

to that conjuncture reveals the orientation and degree of their reaction to the prospect of 

their very large state being left with only six or seven abortion clinics.  Texans living in 

or near Austin had the option of marching on the Capitol to express their opposition to 
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the bill, but those living far away were likely less able to express themselves this way.  

While tweeting is not equivalent to marching in the streets, it is something more than 

privately holding an opinion, and thus measuring tweets from the conjuncture during 

which HB2 was being debated measures an avenue of action available to all Texans who 

used Twitter.  Taking this interpretation, tweets in support of abortion rights provide data 

for describing a population of particularly impassioned abortion rights supporters without 

relying on responses to survey questions. This approach obviates design effects because it 

measures responses to real-world events rather than hypothetical vignettes, but the fact 

that Twitter users are substantially different from the general population means that 

generalization beyond the description of the discussion is impossible  (Tourangeau and 

Rasinski 1988, Bumpass 1997, Zigerell and Rice 2011, Brenner and Smith 2013). Thus, 

this analysis describes the spatial range of the Twitter conversation around HB2 and 

Davis’ filibuster, not the distribution of abortion opinions in general in Texas.  

The theory and method for analyzing social media data are in their infancy, so I 

therefore ask simple, basic questions about how many people participated, where they 

lived, and which side they supported. Whether Texans were among the Twitter users who 

supported abortion rights in the conversation can help us interpret the outpouring on 

Twitter as either local resistance or outside resistance to the proposed law.  Estimating 

where users lived within Texas could combat a perception that the protests at the Capitol 

reflected Austin’s liberal population, not a broad base of Texans from across the state. 

While election results indicate that Democrats live throughout Texas, not all Democrats 

support abortion rights. Thus, I use the Twitter data to investigate whether or not a 

geographically diverse population of Texans participated in the digital resistance to HB2. 

If Texans from across the state participated in the discussion and expressed their outrage 
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with the bill, the long-term prospects of abortion access in the state may be more 

malleable than if the resistance was concentrated in Austin and outside the state.   

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Data Sources 

I formulated an initial list of hashtags – which are used on Twitter to build 

conversations and identify positions – by reviewing Twitter activity during HB2’s 

proposal, debate, and passage.  I validated the list through interviews with key informants 

(journalists, bloggers, and social media managers) and checked it against the Twitter 

feeds of organizations and politicians on both sides.  Hashtags used at least five times in 

reference to the filibuster and HB2 on a given side were included. The final list included 

the following: neutral bill name hashtags (#sb1 #hb2, #hb60, and #sb5), hashtags used by 

supporters of abortion rights (#StandWithWendy, #prochoice, #StandWithTXWomen, 

#SWTW, and #feministarmy), and hashtags used by opponents of abortion rights 

(#SitDownWendy and #prolife).   

Based on this list of hashtags, I purchased a comprehensive dataset of tweets with 

any of the hashtags from June 19 through July 14, 2013 from TweetReach.  The dataset 

includes both tweets and retweets.  The dates covered include all major events involved 

in the bill’s passage through the Texas legislature.  June 19 was the day before the bill’s 

first large public hearing and July 13 was the day the bill finally passed.  Wendy Davis’ 

filibuster was June 25.  The tweet data include tweet text, user name, tweet day and time, 

and other technical information. 
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Measures and Analysis 

The tweets themselves do not have locations.  In order to build the dataset needed 

to estimate a location for each user account, I used the Twitter Application Programming 

Interface (Twitter REST API v1.1) to collect data on user accounts.  The Twitter API is a 

feature of the Twitter website that allows direct access to some Twitter data from a 

computer.  For each account whose tweets had GPS data, I collected 100 tweets from the 

Twitter REST API v1.1.  For all accounts, I collected location data from user profiles in 

the form of text strings.  The text strings sometimes included latitude and longitude 

coordinates.  Using geocoded text strings in addition to a sample of GPS encoded tweets, 

this method generates location estimates for about four times as many Twitter user 

accounts as typical analyses that rely solely on GPS data (Takhteyev, Gruzd et al. 2012, 

Hecht and Stephens 2014).  

I estimated counties of residence in up to two ways, first using GPS encoded 

tweets and second by geocoding text strings from the user profiles.  For user accounts 

with GPS coded tweets, I determined the county of each of the 100 tweets by joining the 

tweet’s GPS coordinates with a shapefile of the US.  I estimated the user’s residence as 

the most frequent county of tweet origin, as long as more than 50 tweets originated in it.  

When GPS locations were outside the United States, I coded them as outside Texas for 

the purposes of this analysis. I performed these processes with Python and the geopy 

package. 

For all user accounts with non-missing text location data, I geocoded text strings 

at the county level using the Google Maps API v3, which uses gazetteer as well as map 

data to code location names like “The Big Apple” as well as names of cities, counties, 

and states.  Location data from user profiles were predominately user-generated text 

strings like “Austin, TX”.  Some users reported their location whimsically, such as 
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“between a rock and a hard place” or “Milky Way.”  Some valid locations were outside 

the United States and thus had no county and some valid locations were identifiably 

inside the US but had insufficient precision to determine a county. I coded these with a 

binary indicator for outside or inside Texas.   

When user accounts had only one residential location estimate based on GPS data 

or based on text string data, I assigned that location as their residence.  When estimates 

from both sources were available I used the GPS estimate.  The two estimates were 

identical in 79% of accounts with both estimates. 

I generate a map displaying the volume of tweets over the entire period from users 

estimated to live in each county in the continental US, and a map of the same data for 

Texas alone. Maps were generated using SAS® 9.3.  Focusing on Texas, I also generate a 

line chart of the number of active user accounts (one or more tweet) with estimated 

residence in Texas by day and active user accounts with estimated residence outside of 

Texas by day.   

In order to estimate the total number of Texans who participated in the 

conversation, I applied the proportion of Texans among all user accounts with valid 

locations (including locations outside the US) to all user accounts to indirectly estimate 

the total number of Texans who participated.  This calculation relies on the assumption 

that the proportion of user accounts with missing location data who resided in Texas was 

the same as to the proportion of user accounts with non-missing location data who 

resided in Texas.  

I estimated orientation toward abortion rights at the level of the tweet and the user 

account.  I classified tweets with two binary indicators, one indicating the presence of any 

hashtags associated with support for abortion rights and one indicating the presence of 

any hashtags associated with opposition to abortion rights.  In order to evaluate this 
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classification strategy I coded three random samples of 100 tweets.  One sample 

contained tweets with supportive hashtags.  The second contained tweets with opposing 

hashtags, and the third contained tweets with exclusively neutral hashtags.  I coded all 

tweets in each sample for support, opposition, or neutrality with respect to abortion 

rights.  Among the tweets with hashtags supportive of abortion rights, 99 of 100 were 

identifiably supportive of rights, while 1 was uninterpretable as supportive or opposed.  

Similarly, among the sample of 100 tweets with hashtags opposed to abortion rights, 100 

were hand coded as opposed. In the sample of 100 tweets with only neutral hashtags, 87 

were supportive of abortion rights, 7 were neutral, 3 were opposed, and 3 were 

uninterpretable.  I classified the user accounts with an indicator of the presence of 

hashtags of each type in the full collection of their tweets in the dataset.  Some tweets 

included emoticons, which could have corrupted the text encoding of special characters 

and may have led to errors in classification.  

All data from the Twitter API were collected using Python and the package 

Twython.  The historical tweets may be purchased without special approval and the 

Twitter API is public.  This study was determined to be exempt by the Institutional 

Review Board at The University of Texas at Austin. 

 

RESULTS 

Table 2.1 describes the numbers of user accounts and tweets by estimated location 

and source of location estimate.  Hashtag-based selection identified 1,656,252  tweets 

from 399,081 unique user accounts.  Using residential location estimates based on text 

and GPS together, county of residence was directly estimated for 160,954 user accounts, 

or 40.3% of all accounts. Locations were estimated using GPS data for 11.7% of accounts 
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and using geocoded text data for 36.1% of accounts.  For 7.5% of accounts both estimates 

were available.  Of user accounts with directly estimated residence, 29.0% were 

estimated to live in Texas.  Multiplying this proportion by the total number of user 

accounts, an indirect estimate of the total number of Texans who participated is about 

115,500 people.  On average, each Texan who participated tweeted more times than each 

non-Texan and thus Texans are estimated to have sent 808,500 tweets, or 48.8% of the 

total tweets. 
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       Users Tweets 
Total 399,081 100.0% 1,656,252 100.0% 
Location estimates by source         

With any location estimate 160,954 40.3% 768,140 46.4% 
With only text location estimate 113,938 28.6% 587,232 35.5% 
With only GPS location estimate 16,893 4.2% 44,798 2.7% 
With text and GPS location estimate 30,123 7.5% 136,110 8.2% 

Missing location estimate 238,127 59.7% 888,112 53.6% 
     Directly estimated locations         

        In Texas 46,614 29.0% 374,993 48.8% 
        Outside Texas 114,340 71.0% 393,147 51.2% 
Indirect estimate: Total in Texas 115,500 ~29% 808,500 ~48.8% 

 

Table 2.1 Users and tweets by location
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Figure 2.1 displays the number of tweets from user accounts estimated to reside in 

each county in the continental US for the 40.3% of user accounts had directly estimated 

residence.  It illustrates the fact that Twitter users across the United States participated in 

the conversation.  Concentrations of tweets in metropolitan areas throughout Texas, the 

West coast, the Mid-Atlantic, the Midwest, and the coastal North East are displayed. 

 

Figure 2.1 Tweets by users’ county of residence, continental United States 

Figure 2.2 displays a map of Texas colored by the number of tweets sent from 

users estimated to live in each county.  It illustrates the fact that the majority of Texas 

counties contained at least one participant in the discussion of the bill.  Of Texas’ 254 

counties, participants were directly estimated to live in 192.  All of Texas’ counties 

classified as Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs) were estimated to have had users who 

tweeted.   
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Figure 2.2 Tweets by users’ county of residence, Texas 

Figure 2.3 plots the number of tweets by day for Twitter user accounts directly 

estimated to be Texans and Twitter user accounts directly estimated to reside outside of 

Texas.  Texans outnumber non-Texans, except on the day of the filibuster and the day 

after.  Peaks in the plot correspond with legislative events, hearings, and votes.  Texans’ 
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tweets peaked on the day of the filibuster while tweets from non-Texans peaked the next 

day. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Tweets by residence and day 

Based on the high level of agreement between hashtag-based classification and 

hand coding, I accepted hashtag-based classification as a proxy for tweet and user 

orientation.  The majority of tweets and users appear to be supportive of abortion rights.  

Specifically, only 2.7% of tweets contained a hashtag associated with opposition to 

abortion rights, while 42.4% of tweets contained a hashtag supportive of abortion rights. 

Only 0.45% of tweets contained hashtags of both types. Among user accounts, 58.4% 

tweeted at least once with a hashtag supportive of abortion rights, while only 3.6% ever 

tweeted with a hashtag in opposition to abortion rights. About half of those who ever 

tweeted with a hashtag in opposition also tweeted with a hashtag in support (1.56%).  
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DISCUSSION 

The photographs and reports from the June 2013 protests at the Texas Capitol 

document thousands of Texans’ opposition to HB2, but little has been reported about the 

volume and composition of the individuals contributing to the digital outpouring that 

accompanied these protests. The present analyses demonstrate that at least 1.66 million 

tweets were sent using hashtags associated with the discussion, and that the tweets were 

largely in support of abortion rights.  Further work will more precisely classify the tweets 

and users by support for or opposition to abortion rights, but the finding that only 2.7% of 

tweets contained hashtags opposed to abortion rights bolsters the interpretation that most 

of the discussion surrounding the bill was supportive of abortion rights.  The volume of 

tweets is large considering that the hashtag #YesAllWomen, used by people worldwide to 

discuss misogyny, also yielded 1.6 million tweets in its peak four days of use (Hofherr 

2014).   

By estimating user residences, I find that a large fraction (48.8%) of the tweets 

were from Texans themselves.  Furthermore, users who tweeted came from all over 

Texas.  Had the outrage on Twitter not included a geographically diverse contingent of 

Texans, the protests last summer could have been an artifact of Texas’ Capitol being in 

one of its most liberal cities.  Instead, the findings here point to the existence of a broad 

network of Texans who strongly oppose restrictions on abortion access. The presence of 

relatively ardent (at least impassioned enough to speak out on Twitter) rights supporters 

throughout Texas rebuts the narrative of Texas’ monolithically conservative culture.  In 

that narrative, the true Texans are deeply conservative.  While Texas still generally votes 

Republican in statewide elections, the present analysis demonstrates that Texans 

throughout the state – including in rural areas – oppose abortion restrictions. 
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The finding that such a small fraction of all tweets supported abortion restrictions 

should not be interpreted as evidence of a high prevalence of abortion rights supporters in 

the general population, but instead as evidence that social media users who used hashtags 

to discuss HB2 and the filibuster were supportive of abortion rights.  This is consistent 

with Twitter users being younger, better educated, and more urban than the general 

population of internet users (Brenner and Smith 2013). The differences between the 

Twitter users described here and the general public probably arise jointly from the 

selection process that leads people to become Twitter users and the fact that individuals 

who react strongly to restrictions on abortion rights may differ substantially from the 

general population. While this analysis does not measure political opinion generally, the 

power of social media to facilitate mass demonstration together with the support for 

abortion rights among Twitter users could be welcome news to advocates of abortion 

rights.  Furthermore, the breadth of engagement in the conversation outside of Texas 

indicates that social media users across the US and beyond may have a role to play in 

conversations about local abortion restrictions, an increasingly common phenomenon in 

the states (Nash 2013). 

If abortion opinions are indeed polarizing over time, as many researchers have 

argued (Hout 1999, Mouw and Sobel 2001, Bolzendahl and Myers 2004), identifying and 

understanding the extremes of support for and opposition to abortion rights may assist 

social scientists in predicting the future of abortion politics and could guide advocates’ 

efforts to shape that future.  The power of understanding the extremes is underscored by 

evidence that engagement in social movements about abortion may diffuse extreme 

ideology rather than result from it (Munson 2009, Yardi and Boyd 2010).  If this is the 

case, at the individual level even marginal engagement may predict more fervent views in 

the future.  Analogously, at the aggregate level the most extreme views of the present 
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may become more widespread as polarization increases.  Thus the population of abortion 

rights supporters in Texas who responded to the conjuncture of HB2’s proposal and 

Wendy Davis’ filibuster with public outrage may influence the future of abortion politics 

in Texas as a “left flank” of strong supporters of abortion rights.  These individuals could 

participate in the diffusion of support for abortion rights in Texas. Their energy and 

passion could be harnessed to further discussion, change opinions, and mobilize voters.   

This study is limited by the fact that it must estimate locations.  Twitter users may 

tweet from non-home locations and they may misrepresent residence in their profiles.  

This type of error is demonstrated by the disagreement between the two estimates for 

users who had both.  Additionally, special symbols may have obscured some hashtags, 

introducing error into the sentiment analysis process.   However, this study’s method of 

estimating locations is an improvement over relying solely on GPS data, since social 

media users who enable and use GPS coding of their activities have been found to be 

unrepresentative of the total population of social media users (Leetaru, Wang et al. 2013, 

Hecht and Stephens 2014).  Thus, while the estimates here are not perfect, they are likely 

to be less biased than previous work using solely GPS data.   

This analysis only scratches the surface of what is possible to learn from these 

data.  Further work should investigate the correlates of persistent engagement in political 

action among these users, the network diffusion of engagement, and spatial variation in 

the ratio of supporters to opponents of abortion rights.  These efforts will require 

collaborations across reproductive justice, sociology, computer science, and 

communications.  The findings of such work could inform advocacy and help predict the 

future direction of reproductive healthcare access in the states.   
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Chapter 3: Social ties, emotions, and social movement participation on 
Twitter 

This chapter is a substantial revision of a paper presented at the International 

AAAI Conference on Web and Social Media 2015 (ICWSM-15) in Oxford, UK. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Scholars have identified social ties and emotions as critical to social movement 

mobilization, participation, and the sustainment of movements through periods of relative 

inactivity.  But as social movement organizing increasingly occurs online, are social ties 

and emotions still functioning as they did in offline movements?  Theorists and 

commentators have argued that social interaction is more impersonal online and fails to 

build strong bonds like offline or “real life” interaction.  If this is so, then the relationship 

between social ties, emotions, and movement participation would be different in online 

social movements than it is in offline ones.  This is a puzzle newly accessible to empirical 

investigation, as online social movement activities have been recorded because of their 

occurrence on online platforms. While participant observation and interviews have 

formed the empirical basis of the theories of emotions and social movements described 

above, records of social media conversations provide a degree of specificity regarding 

individuals’ actions and exposures which is not available in offline contexts.  In the pages 

that follow, I analyze the online communication between social movement participants 

opposing a restrictive abortion bill.  I argue that while online social movement organizing 

may seem impersonal, this case demonstrates that social ties and emotions animate the 

online conversation and individuals’ patterns of participation.   
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One dominant theory explaining movement participation posits that sustained 

movement cohesion is the result of strong social and affective ties among a subset of 

dedicated participants.  These strong ties are characterized as submerged networks or 

abeyance structures (Melucci 1996; Taylor 1989).  An implication of these theories is that 

strong bonds and longer movement participation are preconditions of movement 

persistence in the offline context.  In an effort to describe these strong bonds, I turn to 

other scholars who have highlighted the role of emotions in building solidarity and 

shaping movement participation (Jasper 1998a; Polletta 2006; Castells 2015).  Drawing 

on this literature, I hypothesize that people who have stronger bonds will communicate 

with other movement participants more frequently and with greater affect, and thus I 

propose a classification scheme for online social ties that reflects variation in types of 

ties.  I then examine whether individuals with more and stronger social ties with other 

movement participants remain engaged for longer periods.  

This study is innovative for three primary reasons.  First, it develops and applies a 

classification of online social tie strength in terms of communication and affect in 

communication.  Second, it uses new data to reexamine existing theories of social 

movement participation.  And third, it applies offline theory in the online context.  The 

first innovation builds on existing theory, classifying social ties not only in terms of 

volume of communication, but also in terms of its content.  Specifically, this study 

identifies emotions in communications and uses the presence of specific emotions to 

classify tie strength.  The third innovation is possible because the organization of social 

movements on social media makes available data which are unfeasible to collect for 

offline movements.  Online movements leave behind individual-level time-series data on 

the universe of participants, allowing scholars to compare individuals within a 

movement, no matter how brief their engagement.  Using data on the universe of 
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conversation participants, this study reexamines theories which were previously difficult 

to test.  Finally, this study informs debates on the quality of online social interaction. If 

strong online social bonds do predict sustained movement engagement, the distinction 

between offline and online movements may be one of form, not of content.  

 

Texas abortion rights organizing 

The online response to H.B. 2, a very restrictive Texas abortion law, provides an 

opportunity to examine the role of social ties and emotions in shaping online participation 

in a social movement characterized by extreme fluctuations in engagement.  Between 

June 18th, and July 19th, 2013, protestors supporting abortion rights flooded hearing 

rooms, legislative galleries, and the Texas Capitol building itself.  As Twitter8 was the 

primary media for communication and coordination before and during these actions, this 

study draws on Twitter data to analyze the movement conversation.  On June 25th, 2013, 

State Senator Wendy Davis filibustered the bill, which was eventually called H.B. 2.  

While the filibuster was not publicized in the media until the next day, it received 

tremendous attention across social media platforms on both June 25th and 26th.  The vast 

majority of individuals’ participation in the online conversation about the bill ended after 

those days, but a dedicated minority remained engaged until the June 2016 Supreme 

Court ruling almost three years later.  Data from the online conversation make it possible 

to examine how the conversational experiences of participants who fell away differed 

from those who remained engaged. 

 

                                                
8 A microblogging platform. 
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Online social interaction 

Beyond social movement studies, this study has implications for the debate 

concerning the equivalence or even analogousness of “real life” and online interactions 

(Wellman et al. 2001; Rainie and Wellman 2012; Turkle 2011; Putnam 2000; Bennett 

2012). Wellman and colleagues argue that digital social networks augment and expand 

ties which are indistinguishable from offline social connections.  Turkle and Putnam, 

joined by Bennett and others, take the opposite position, contending that digital 

interaction is itself alienating, displacing the kinds of engagement that build meaningful 

social ties.  

Within social movement studies, there has been some contention regarding 

digitally-formed social ties and their capacity to sustain movements and influence 

individuals’ actions.  Some scholars argue that online communication transmits bonds 

and emotions (Castells 2015).  Others see it primarily as a means for sharing information 

(Diani 2000; Earl and Kimport 2011), with the implication that social movement theories 

which rely primarily on social ties to explain movement phenomena may not translate to 

the online context.  However, if such theories retain their explanatory and predictive 

power in online contexts, online and offline interaction may not be as different as some 

have argued. 

 

Social ties and movement participation  

Social movement studies have focused closely on factors shaping the mobilization 

(initial recruitment) of activists but we know less about factors that sustain participation.  

Here I focus on theories describing how social ties shape mobilization and movement-

level sustainment.     
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Social ties have long been a central focus of investigations of individual-level 

mobilization into social movement participation (for example McAdam 1986; Melucci 

1996).   A body of work led by McAdam (McAdam 1986; McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald 

1996; McAdam and Paulsen 1993; Diani and McAdam 2003) documented extensively 

the role of social ties in shaping individuals’ engagement in the U.S. Civil Rights 

Movement’s Freedom Summer actions.  Specifically, McAdam and his collaborators 

found strong evidence that the strength and number of social ties of an individual to those 

already engaged in the movement predicted participation in high-risk activism (McAdam 

1986).  

Other scholars find that social ties have similar effects on recruitment to lower-

risk activism and political action (a review see (Diani 2004)).   For example, Sandell 

finds that networks shape both mobilization and disengagement in temperance 

movements, with groups of contacts joining and leaving together (Sandell 1999).  

Similarly, Munson (2010) finds that pro-life activists are likely to have had friends or 

friendly acquaintances already in the movement at the time of mobilization.  In a study 

using self-reported group membership and social ties in the General Social Survey, 

another group of scholars finds that individuals with greater numbers of ties to members 

of a voluntary civic association were more likely to join such an organization and less 

likely to leave it (McPherson, Popielarz, and Drobnic 1992).  In summary, a body of 

evidence documents the positive association between social ties to other activists and 

both mobilization and sustained engagement in offline movements. 

These findings have been extended in studies using digital networks to predict 

mobilization in online organizing (Bond et al. 2012; Javier Borge-Holthoefer et al. 2016; 

S. González-Bailón, Borge-Holthoefer, and Moreno 2013; Sandra González-Bailón et al. 

2011). For example, Bond and co-authors conduct a massive experiment on the social 
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network platform Facebook, finding that public encouragement to vote from close friends 

(typically those with face-to-face relationships) increases the probability of voting (Bond 

et al. 2012).  Focusing on online protest recruitment, González-Bailón and co-authors 

find that among Twitter users during the Spanish protests in 2011, social contagion 

explains much of the diffusion of engagement (Sandra González-Bailón et al. 2011).   In 

several contexts, scholars document an association between access to social media – 

which may itself be a kind of social tie – and offline protest participation (Tufekci and 

Wilson 2012; Theocharis et al. 2015). 9  In sum, there is evidence that digital ties may 

foster initiation of online political action as offline ties have been shown to do.  However, 

how social ties online might foster deepening engagement after initial mobilization is 

unknown. 

In the offline context, social ties are often described as “glue” that holds 

movements together. Networks of strong social ties are theorized to sustain offline 

movements over time through periods of apparent inaction (Melucci, Keane, and Mier 

1989; Melucci 1996; Taylor 1989).  Taylor calls these networks of ties “abeyance 

structures” and highlights the importance of affect in the ties that forge such structures 

(Taylor 1989; Rupp and Taylor 1987). But for both Melucci and Taylor, the social ties 

that sustain movements are strong, intimate, and persistent.  While some theorists, 

notably Castells, have argued that online activism transmits emotions and builds 

solidarity by inducing emotions like outrage and anger, whether ties between individuals 

are built and sustained online has not yet been studied (Castells 2015). 

Investigations of online protest recruitment have found support for the theory that 

preexisting social ties facilitate initial mobilization. However, it is unknown whether ties 
                                                
9 Investigating specifically why social media ties might diffuse ideas and actions, communications scholars 
have argued that the ‘interactivity’  (Baym 2015; Fornas 2002) and decentralization (Tufekci 2014; Castells 
2015) of social media make it a particularly powerful in the diffusion of social movement participation. 
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built in online social movement interactions are strong enough to influence subsequent 

participation.  As digital forms of engagement become increasingly common, the quality 

of online social movement ties has become centrally important to social movement 

processes in general.  If the strong ties that sustain movements are not present in digital 

communication, online social movements may suffer in terms of consistent participation 

among core activists, and as a consequence movements may be brief and intermittent.  

Therefore, understanding how social ties operate in the digital world could illuminate the 

similarities and differences between online and offline movements and clarify whether 

online movements can persist.  

 

Operationalizing social ties on social media 

Any effort to analyze the role of social ties in online phenomena must measure 

those ties, but methods for doing so are not yet agreed upon. Going back to Simmel and 

Granovetter, sociologists have typically operationalized social ties in terms of self-report 

of friendship, frequency of contact, kinship, and organizational membership (Granovetter 

1973; Simmel and Wolff 1950). By contrast, online social ties are often defined in terms 

of social media “friend” or “follower” relationships (Sandra González-Bailón et al. 2011; 

S. González-Bailón, Borge-Holthoefer, and Moreno 2013; Bond et al. 2012).  There is 

some evidence that these types of ties are not as strong as the self-reported ties used in 

offline studies (Cummings, Butler, and Kraut 2002; Doerfel and Moore 2015).  However, 

online platform-defined ties have the benefit being consistently measurable across 

individuals and time, whereas self-reported ties are subject to considerable error and 

responses are quite sensitive to instrument design (Shakya, Christakis, and Fowler 2017; 

Fischer 1982).   
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 Using latently collected digital data for social research has benefits and 

shortcomings roughly analogous to using administrative records, which are often 

comprehensive and detailed but may not offer the relevant detail to address a research 

question.  To enhance the research utility of administrative data, scholars use techniques 

such as match-merging massive administrative databases and geocoding addresses.  Even 

so, we are often quite circumspect about the conclusions we may draw when relevant 

pieces of information are missing from administrative records.  Similarly, caution is 

required when using latently collected digital data to address social research questions.  

These data are generated as a byproduct of software design.  For example, tweets10 are 

stored on Twitter servers because Twitter users expect to be able to view old tweets, and 

platform-defined relationships are stored because they enable the software to function, 

not because they have meaning to social researchers.  Therefore, when using these data 

we must consider the extent to which the phenomenon recorded in the digital record is 

our object of interest.  This is particularly difficult because often data are labeled in ways 

which obscure or misrepresent their applicability to our work. 

Online “friend” or “follower” relationships represent a type of digital data which 

are at first glance powerfully analogous to offline phenomena – the words mean 

something to social scientists and we have many theories about them.  However, these 

relationships in digital data are defined by software platforms, not by the content or form 

of the relationships between individuals. On the most basic level, sometimes these 

platform-defined relationships are unilateral, sometimes bidirectional.   For example, on 

Facebook individuals’ ties are typically mutual, while on Twitter following is not 

necessarily reciprocated.  The meaning of relationships is also context-dependent and 

                                                
10 A tweet is a microblog post (140 characters or less) on the social media platform Twitter.   
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social media users may use the relationships available in the software platform for their 

own ends.  For example, individuals may follow or friend for reasons as varied as 

surveillance of opponents and maintenance of offline intimacy (Levordashka and Utz 

2016), and therefore even within a platform ties which appear to be identical may 

actually be quite different. These limitations might be overcome if the content of 

communication could be used to define online relationships, but this has not yet been 

attempted. 

Outside social movement studies, online tie strength has been measured in terms 

of communication frequency.  Studies using this approach reveal that stronger online ties 

have life consequences similar to close self-reported ties in offline studies.  For example, 

Hobbs and co-coauthors find that receiving friendship requests on the social media 

platform Twitter is associated with decreased mortality (Hobbs et al. 2016).  Similarly, 

Burke and Kraut find that when tie strength is defined by communication frequency, 

stronger ties are associated with increased well-being and subsequent employment (Burke 

and Kraut 2016). Bond and co-authors find a positive relationship between the effect of a 

voting intervention on an individual and the strength of that individual’s tie with the 

intervener (Bond et al. 2012).  Measuring ties using a binary indicator of any direct 

communication, González-Bailón and co-authors find that users were increasingly likely 

to join a protest as more of their online contacts were already active in it (S. González-

Bailón, Borge-Holthoefer, and Moreno 2013; Sandra González-Bailón et al. 2011). While 

communication frequency has been fruitfully employed to measure online tie strength 

and its consequences, the characteristics of that communications remain an untapped 

resource. 

Records of social media activity are latently collected as a byproduct of the 

software infrastructure that constitutes social media platforms.  By blending the virtues of 
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self-report and those of latent definitions, we might arrive at an operationalization of ties 

which more faithfully measures tie strength and the content of relationships across 

platforms.  Such a measure would make studies of online social ties capable of more 

valid tests of theories originally developed to describe offline phenomena, since the 

constituent parts of the theory would be more faithfully measured. 

 

Emotions and social movement studies 

In my effort to understand and measure online social ties in a social movement, I 

turn to emotions because their influence in movement processes is widely acknowledged 

(Jasper 2011; Jasper 1998a; Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta 2009; Polletta 2006).  Jasper 

goes as far as to state that “virtually all the cultural models and concepts currently in use 

(e.g., frames, identities, narratives) are misspecified if they do not include explicit 

emotional causal mechanisms” (Jasper 2011).  An examination of the role of such 

emotions in online social ties might illuminate causal mechanisms linking such ties with 

movement participation, and using emotions to help specify tie strength may refine 

discrimination among ties. 

Early in the literature examining emotions in sociology, Collins (Collins 1974; 

Collins 2005) developed a theory of the process by which emotional energy was 

generated in interaction ritual chains, sequences of actions which induce and transmit 

emotions.  This theory provided an explanation of Durkheim’s “collective effervescence” 

in group social phenomena like social movements by specifying the microsociological 

process by which shared emotions were generated.  Focusing on social movements, 

Jasper builds on this conceptualization, arguing that emotions are a source of solidarity or 

the glue that holds people together (Jasper 1998a; Collins 2005).  Similarly, Gould (2009) 
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describes emotions as forces undergirding social movement engagement, which motivate 

individuals and animate actions.  This literature establishes a central role for emotions in 

social movement mobilization and participation.  

As part of this literature, a specific relationship between emotions and length of 

offline movement participation has been hypothesized.  One study demonstrated that 

when movement participation had positive emotional consequences, involvement was 

more sustained than when participation had negative emotional impacts (Williamson 

2011).  In that study, participants in a new-age religious women’s movement were more 

likely to return to an annual gathering if their initial participation increased their hope.  In 

contrast, participants who saw an increase in fear were less likely to return.  Other 

scholars have theorized that chains or sequences of emotions both shape individuals’ 

movement participation (Barker, Johnson, and Lavalette 2001) and may be used to 

characterize movements’ trajectories (Summers Effler 2010). Focusing on the 

transmission of messages rather than individuals’ persistence in engagement, Bail found 

that emotions were a critical determinant of subsequent sharing of social media messages 

about autism advocacy, so there is some reason to expect that emotions may shape 

individual engagement online as well (Bail 2016).  In summary, while there are some 

empirical tests of the relationship between emotions and movement participation offline, 

there are few studies of the role of emotions in online social movement mobilization or 

participation.   

Narrative studies present another perspective on the relationship between 

emotions and social movements.  Polletta articulates roles for emotions and narratives in 

supporting individuals’ social movement participation, with a particular focus on how 

narratives generate emotions and thus energize movement engagement (Polletta 2006).  

Hochschild (2016) applies her analysis of emotions (made famous by her work on 
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emotional labor in the 1980s (Hochschild 1983)) to members of a conservative US social 

movement, finding that emotions both drive and hinder mobilization around political 

issues among her population of US southern whites.   For Hochschild, emotions drive 

individuals to act when action is consistent with the narratives they hold dear.  But, when 

action is inconsistent with closely-held narratives, impulses to act are dampened. These 

rich studies of emotions and narrative document the centrality of emotions in motivating 

engagement with political ideas, but little is known about how the operation of emotions 

through narrative might differ in online social movement contexts.  

In order to examine emotions in the online context, I must adopt a conceptual 

framework for the emotions under study.  Jasper (1998a) classifies emotions into three 

types: primarily affective, primarily reactive, and moods/other.  In Jasper’s formulation, 

affective emotions are longstanding orientations toward an object while reactive emotions 

are responses to a transitory event.  Examples of affective emotions include hatred, love, 

solidarity, paranoia, and trust or respect.  Reactive emotions are more short lived and 

include anger, grief, outrage, and shame.  In the third group, moods/other, Jasper places 

emotions which might be affective in their tenor (i.e. they are similar to deeper affective 

states) but arise in response to some external stimulus.  His examples of emotions of this 

type include compassion, depression, defiance, pride, envy, fear, joy/hope, and 

resignation. While developed to describe emotions in social movements, Jasper’s scheme 

has not yet been systematically applied to the examination of emotions of social 

movement participants in either the offline or online context.   
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Emotions on Social Media 

In order to study emotions in online social movements, it is necessary to measure 

emotions in short texts like those used on social media.  A literature, largely in computer 

science, has developed tools to do just this.  Though some social movement scholars have 

argued that the discipline should focus on measuring cultural phenomena in the online 

sphere (Bail 2014), the tools of computer scientists have not yet been employed to do so 

in online social movements.  

The measurement of sentiment (a univariate indicator of positive or negative 

affect) represents one related area of measurement.  Within computer science, the need 

for large-scale identification of sentiment in small texts such as SMS messages (text 

messages), tweets, and Facebook posts has generated a robust variety of automated 

sentiment identification methods (Sandra González-Bailón and Paltoglou 2015; Kim 

2012; Kiritchenko 2014; Khan, Atique, and Thakare 2015).  Sentiment analyses of 

Twitter and Facebook messages have also been employed to understand spatial and 

network processes of social interaction (Eichstaedt et al. 2015; Bail 2016).  In general, in 

the absence of supervised learning, lexical methods of sentiment annotation are relatively 

robust but imperfect (Ceron et al. 2014; Kouloumpis, Wilson, and Moore 2011; Khan, 

Atique, and Thakare 2015).  

Sentiment is a powerful analytic tool, but it alone does not provide sufficient 

granularity of emotional identification to test the theories of emotions and social 

movements.  Fortunately, identification of specific emotions and moods – long an area of 

research in long texts has more recently received attention using short texts as well (De 

Choudhury 2012; Mohammad 2013).  Intensity of emotion in short texts has been 

successfully measured using lexicon methods (Bail 2016; Pennebaker, Mehl, and 

Niederhoffer 2003).  While this method has been found lacking when compared with 
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human coding, and while Twitter data are uniquely difficult to automatically annotate 

because of their informality and their brevity (Sandra González-Bailón and Paltoglou 

2015; Pennebaker, Mehl, and Niederhoffer 2003), this method presents an accessible and 

potentially valid pathway to automated annotation of massive data. 

Previous studies of emotion and social network communication have focused on 

networked processes of emotion and innovation diffusion.  Scholars have demonstrated 

that the network structure of emotional engagement itself influences emotions (Quercia, 

Capra and Crowcroft 2012).  In fact, emotional contagion on social media networks has 

been experimentally demonstrated to operate as a causal mechanism of emotion transfer 

(Kramer, Guillory and Hancock 2014).  Despite the shortcomings of automated 

classification, these studies find that that method is sufficiently precise to classify their 

data, and use it, as I do here.   

 

Contribution 

This paper contributes methodologically and substantively to the literature by 

examining two drivers of social movement participation – social ties and emotions –  in 

the new and important context of online organizing.  Its first methodological contribution 

lies in developing a framework for examining emotions and social ties in online social 

movement communications.  Additionally, it tests multiple classifications of social ties 

within a social movement conversation, including an innovative definition of tie strength 

in terms of emotions.  Building on this framework and these definitions, it makes three 

primary substantive contributions.  First, it describes the content of an online social 

movement conversation from beginning to end. Second, it assesses the association 

between individual participants’ emotional expressions and their continued participation 
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in the social movement conversation.  And third, it analyzes the role of social ties and 

emotion in ties in shaping participation in the social movement conversation. These 

contributions make it possible to test social movement theories in the digital realm using 

new data sources and methods.  By advancing methodological techniques and 

investigating similarities and differences between social movement participation in the 

online and offline contexts, work of this type can inform broader debates regarding the 

quality of online social interaction. 

 

DATA AND DATA PROCESSING 

An examination of the determinants of participation length in online social 

movement conversations necessitates a different methodological approach than that 

traditionally taken by social movement scholars.  Traditional qualitative and ethnographic 

methods yield rich characterizations of long-term participants' emotional experience and 

movements' overall emotional tenor.  And survey methods may be used to investigate 

longer-term participants’ characteristics and experiences, allowing for comparisons with 

those outside the movement.  However, both types of research typically exclude 

individuals whose participation was fleeting and thus they do not allow for between-

participant comparisons that might illuminate factors contributing to sustained 

engagement.  Traditional data sources also have limitations which may obscure variation 

and rely on potentially biased recall.  Real-time data typically relies on a single sensor 

(participant observer or journalist) to characterize the emotional tenor of an entire 

movement.  General descriptions such as these may not accurately reflect the variation in 

emotional experiences and exposures of participants embedded in different movement 

subnetworks.  Furthermore, they are limited to the description of observable emotions.  
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On the other hand, participants' own accounts of affective experience provide individual-

level data but are subject to recall bias. Turning away from the limitations of traditional 

data, on the most basic level, investigating the mechanisms of online movements 

necessitates the use of online data.  So, turning to massive digital data both addresses the 

weaknesses of traditional methods and provides an opportunity to investigate social 

movements in a new domain. 

Drawing on a massive dataset including all tweets in the online Twitter 

conversation among opponents of H.B. 2, I examine between-individual variation in the 

length of social movement conversation engagement.  Specifically, I focus on the 

associations between emotions, social ties, and length of participation.  Existing theory 

predicts that longer movement participation is facilitated by strong and emotional social 

ties, but no operationalization of such ties in the online context currently exists.  

Therefore, I propose a systematic classification of online social ties designed to measure 

ties not just in terms of quantity, but also in terms of strength and content.  Applying this 

classification scheme, I use survival analysis to assess the associations between classes of 

ties and length of participation.  Because theory predicts that emotions and emotional 

bonds may contribute to length of movement participation, I also develop a framework 

for analyzing emotions in a social media conversation.  For each individual in the 

conversation, this framework describes the emotions expressed by the individual 

(expressions), by others in their immediate social network (exposures), and in 

conversations between the two (communications). I then use survival analysis to assess 

associations between expressions, exposures, and communications and length of 

conversational participation.    

In this paper, I employ a lexicon-based text classification scheme, which allows 

for the identification and characterization of emotions across the entire 1.66 million 
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tweets in the social media conversation about H.B. 2, a Texas omnibus abortion bill.  

While automated measurement of this type includes imprecision, I focus on emotions 

which are both well identified by this classification method and hypothesized in the 

literature as key drivers of participation.  These include trust, joy, anger, and fear. 

 

Data     

Tweets          

Hashtags were used to select all tweets associated with the H.B. 2 movement 

organizing process from the full corpus of public tweets (i.e. “The Firehose”).  The list of 

hashtags was developed iteratively.  First, I formulated an initial list of hashtags by 

reviewing Twitter activity during H.B. 2’s proposal, debate, and passage.  I validated the 

list through interviews with key informants (journalists, bloggers, and social media 

managers) and cross-referenced it against the Twitter feeds of organizations and 

politicians on both sides of the debate.  Hashtags used at least five times in these feeds in 

reference to the filibuster or H.B. 2 were included. The final list included the following 

hashtags: neutral bill name hashtags (#sb1 #hb2, #hb60, and #sb5)11, hashtags used by 

supporters of abortion rights (#StandWithWendy, #prochoice, #StandWithTXWomen, 

#SWTW, and #feministarmy), and hashtags used by opponents of abortion rights 

(#SitDownWendy and #prolife).   

I purchased a comprehensive dataset of all 1.66 million tweets and retweets 

containing any of the hashtags from June 19 through July 14, 2013 from TweetReach.  

These dates include all major events involved in the bill’s passage through the Texas 

legislature.  See Figure 3.1 for other key dates of the bill’s debate and passage. 

                                                
11 Multiple bill names are included because the bill changed names during the period of study. 
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This project was determined by the University of Texas Internal Review Board to 

be exempt from human subjects review. 

 

Conversation continuation 

Table 3.1 displays the rates at which users continued participating according to 

the first day they joined the conversation.  The greatest number of participants joined on 

the day of the filibuster and the day after (June 25th and June 26th). Continuation was 

greatest among those who joined before June 25th, with 32% of participants continuing 

more than one day.  A similarly high proportion of those who entered the conversation on 

the 25th also continued participating beyond their day of entry.  The largest proportion of 

total entries occurred on June 26th, and among those who entered on that day only 6% 

continued participating more than one day. 

 

 

 

Before June 

25th 

June 

25th 

June 

26th 

After June 

26th 
Total 

One day 

participants 

14,224 107,300 152,625 64,008 338,157 

68% 74% 94% 90% 85% 

Continuing 

participants 

6,654 37,564 9,555 7,151 60,924 

32% 26% 6% 10% 15% 

Total 
20,878 144,864 162,180 71,159 

399,081 
5% 36% 41% 18% 

Table 3.1 Continuation by day of conversation entry 
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Tweet and user orientation with respect to abortion rights 

I annotate tweets to indicate their orientation with respect to abortion rights and 

then classify users with respect to their orientation.  See Chapter 2 for details. 

 

Emotion and Sentiment Annotation 

I annotate tweets for the presence of emotions via two methods, hand annotation 

and lexicon-based annotation, and use the results of the former to verify the latter. 

 

Hand-annotation of emotions 

In order to develop a consistent emotion coding scheme, two coders (of which I 

was one) hand coded the presence of emotions identified in Jasper’s 1998 paper for a 

sample of 200 tweets (Jasper 1998a).  We discussed discrepancies (93% agreement) and 

came to consensus on criteria for presence or absence of emotions.   Using these criteria, 

I hand coded for the presence of emotions in a randomly selected 2,000 tweets.  

Emotions coded in this way were: 

• Anger – Expressions of outrage, extreme forms of dissatisfaction, personal 

attacks     

• Connection/loyalty/trust – Expressions of positive relationships between 

users, including closeness, appreciation, support and solidarity 

• Joy/hope – Expressions of delight in the present or anticipated better times 

• Fear – Expressions of anticipated negative outcomes 
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Lexicon-based emotion annotation 

Hand annotating 1.66 million tweets would be very expensive, so I also apply an 

automated approach to annotate emotions in the full dataset.  I use a lexicon developed by 

Mohammad (2013) and co-authors, selected because the set of emotions it annotates for 

is similar to the emotions specified by Jasper (Jasper 1998a; Mohammad 2013).  

Furthermore, the lexicon was designed for use on general tweets, which makes it more 

applicable to my data than lexicons which are designed to identify emotions in tweets 

about specific topics (such as sports or videogames) as is common for many other 

lexicons.  

Following the scholarship of psychologist Plutchik, Mohammad and co-authors 

(2013) associated each word of their lexicon with each of eight emotions: anger, 

anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and trust (Plutchik 1991; Plutchik and 

Kellerman 1980).  Additionally, each word in the lexicon is annotated for sentiment 

(positive or negative).  The associations between words in the lexicon and emotions were 

established via annotation by Turkers from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform 

(Mohammad 2013). The authors then computed binary indicators of these associations 

based on the Turker’s hand annotations of the presence or absence of emotions in a 

sample of general tweets. 

I apply Mohammad et al’s lexicon to my data, computing word frequency of each 

of the 10,170 words in the lexicon for every tweet in the dataset.  I sum across words 

associated with each emotion to calculate scores for each emotion in each tweet.  Thus, 

the full emotional profile of each tweet is contained in 10 whole-number values – one for 

each emotion and one for each sentiment. I focus on anger, fear, joy, and trust (or 

connection/loyalty) because they are identified in the social science literature as 
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important in social movement participant’s experiences, and because they are relatively 

well-identified by the lexicon-based annotation (Jasper 1998a, 2011).   

In order to generate binary indicators of the presence of each of these emotions 

and sentiments in each tweet, I set a threshold for the number of words associated with 

each emotion that a tweet must reach in order to be classified as containing that emotion.  

I select thresholds computationally to maximize agreement between hand annotation and 

lexicon-based annotation.  Table 3.2 displays the thresholds and maximized correlation 

coefficients. 
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Lexicon based 

annotation 

Hand annotated 

Emotion 

Threshold Correlation 

coefficient 

Anger Anger 2 0.51 

Fear Fear 2 0.47 

Joy Joy/hope 2 0.39 

Trust Connection/loyalty/trust 3 0.55 

Negative sentiment Negative sentiment 3 0.70 

Positive sentiment Positive sentiment 1 0.56 

Table 3.2 Thresholds for tweet emotional content indicators 

 

By way of illustrating the results of my lexicon-based annotation strategy, Table 

3.3 displays example tweets which were classified with and without each of the emotions.  

The leftmost column contains true positive lexicon-identified tweets, those which were 

identified as having the emotion both by lexicon-based annotation and human annotation.  

The second column contains false positive lexicon-identified tweets, those which were 

identified as having the emotion by lexicon-based annotation, but not as having the 

emotion by human annotation.  The rightmost column contains false-negative lexicon-

annotated tweets, those which were not identified as having the emotion by lexicon-based 

annotation but were identified as having the emotion by human annotation.  False 

negatives are typically shorter than true positives and false positives, indicating that 

perhaps tweets with fewer words were less likely to be identified as containing an 

emotion when they did.  
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True positive lexicon 
identification  

False positive lexicon 
identification 

False negative lexicon 
identification 

Fear  

HOW THE FUCK ARE 
WE WATCHING, ON 
THE EDGE OF OUR 
SEATS, DUDES TRY 
TO CONTROL 
WOMEN'S BODIES? 
THIS IS ACTUALLY 
SICK. #SB5 

PRIVILEGE IS WHEN 
YOU PENALIZE 
OTHERS FOR 
FOLLOWING THE 
RULES YOU CREATED 
AND VIOLATE THOSE 
SAME RULES WHEN IT 
SUITS YOU #SB5 

 I'VE NEVER BEEN SO 
BORED, CONFUSED, 
AND NERVOUS ALL 
AT ONCE. #SB5 

Anger 

YOU DISGUSTING 
ANTICHOICE 
STATIST SACKS OF 
SHIT. HELL HATH NO 
FURY LIKE AN 
ENTIRE STATE OF 
WOMEN AND THEIR 
ALLIES SCORNED. 
#STANDWITHWENDY 

HERE'S WHERE WE'RE 
AT IN THE #TXLEGE 
TODAY, TO CONFIRM: 
TAMPONS FORBIDDEN 
IN SENATE GALLERY 
"AS A SECURITY RISK", 
GUNS ALLOWED #SB5 

THOUSANDS 
REJECTED TO 
TESTIFY ON #HB2. 
DEMOCRACY IS 
DEAD IN TEXAS 

Joy 

THANKS TO THE 
POWERFUL VOICES 
OF THOUSANDS OF 
TEXANS, #SB5 IS 
DEAD. AN 
INCREDIBLE 
VICTORY FOR TEXAS 
WOMEN AND THOSE 
WHO LOVE THEM 

HOPE ALL THOSE WHO 
SUPPORT #HB2 AND 
SUPPOSEDLY 
#STAND4LIFE STAND 
FOR HELPING HOUSE 
AND FEED ALL THOSE 
UNDERPRIVILEGED 
BABIES 

WOW, LOVING 
WHAT'S GOING ON IN 
TEXAS! PROTECT 
WOMEN'S RIGHTS!!! 
#STANDWITHWENDY 
#POWERFUL #RIGHTS 

Trust 

IT'S OFFICIAL Y'ALL. 
SB5 IS DEAD.  AND 
DEMOCRACY VERY 
MUCH ALIVE.  
#STANDWITHWENDY 
#SB5 
#INTERNETFUTURE 

CAN WE GET 
EVERYBODY WEARING 
BLUE TO SIGN A 
PETITION SUPPORTING 
#MEDICAIDEXPANSION 
AND RESTORED 
FUNDING TO 
#PUBLICED? #HB2 

ONE THING IS FOR 
SURE: THE NEXT ANN 
RICHARDS WAS 
BORN TONIGHT. 
#STANDWITHWENDY 

 

Table 3.3 Examples of tweets by emotion classification 
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Defining the locations of emotions in a collection of tweets 

In order to address the research question using raw tweet data, I must specify how 

tweets and the emotions expressed in them are related to participants in the social 

movement conversation.  I specify three such relationships.  These include expressions 

(an individual’s own tweets), exposures (tweets issued by those in an individual’s 

network), and communications (tweets to or from an individual).  In this paper I focus on 

expressions and communications, leaving the more complex issue of exposure for future 

study. 

First, I summarize the emotional expressions of each participant (for example how 

many angry tweets they post in each day of the conversation).  Then, I summarize the 

emotional content of dyadic communications (for example how many angry tweets the 

participant sent to another user in a specific period).   

 

Classifying social ties  

One goal of this paper is to facilitate analogies between social ties in offline and 

online contexts.  Therefore, I build on existing definitions to use not only communication 

volume, but its content to classify online social ties in terms which may be more 

comparable to offline ties.  Broadly, my classification of online ties is based on the 

volume, direction, and content of communications between individuals.  For each class of 

tie and for each individual, I count up the number of ties of each type to others in the 

conversation as a summary of individuals’ embeddedness in the conversation. 

I adopt a convention of describing the participant whose network position or tie 

context is being described as the “target”.  Here I outline my classification scheme and 

describe how each kind of tie is defined and how the number of ties of that type is 

calculated for each participant. 
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1. Definitions based on communication 

1.1. In-degree. Number of ties with inbound communication (number of other 

participants who sent messages to the target) 

1.2. Out-degree. Number of ties with outbound communication (number of other 

participants who target sent communications to)  

1.3. Mutual edge degree. Number of ties where target and other participant both sent 

messages to the other  

1.4. Strong mutual edge degree. Number of ties where target and other participant 

both sent messages to the other, for a total of 5 or more messages during the 

study period 

 

2. Definitions based on content of communication 

2.1. Mutual ties with trust. Number of mutual ties (see above) in which trust was 

expressed 

2.2. Mutual ties with joy. Number of mutual ties (see above) in which joy was 

expressed 

2.3. Mutual ties with anger. Number of mutual ties (see above) in which anger was 

expressed 

2.4. Mutual ties with fear. Number of mutual ties (see above) in which fear was 

expressed 

This classification enables me to describe each participants’ volume and closeness of 

ties to other participants.   
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Because the definitions are based on phenomena, I focus on ties present during the 

peak two days of the social movement conversation, June 25th and 26th, the day of the 

filibuster and the day after.   

 

ANALYSIS 

Building on the definitions of ties listed above, my analysis proceeds in four 

sections, outlined in Table 3.4.  First, I summarize the emotions in the conversation over 

the period in the aggregate.   

The remainder of my analyses assess the associations between emotions, ties, and 

subsequent participation. I compare length of participation over the same period for all 

participants in order to control for the strong association between external events and 

rates of participation.  Thus, I count participation on either June 25th (the day of the 

filibuster) or June 26th (a day on which almost as many participants joined the 

conversation) as the start of participation and then measure continuation in days from the 

26th until the last tweet from the user in the data. 

I assess the relationship between individuals’ expressed emotions and their 

subsequent continuation in the social movement conversation about H.B. 2 using Kaplan-

Meier survival curves. Following the same analytic structure, I also assess the association 

between the volume of social ties of various classes (see classification above) and 

subsequent continuation in the social movement conversation also using Kaplan-Meier 

survival curves.  In order to compare continuation among users with similar levels of 

initial intensity of participation, I restrict my survival curves to participants who tweeted 

between 2 and 25 times on June 25th and June 26th together. 
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Summary of emotions in the conversation over period  
Daily volume of tweets expressing each emotion for entire period 
 Line chart of daily volume of tweets for each emotion 
Relationship between emotional expressions and participation  
Expressed emotions and participation continuation  
 Kaplan-Meier survival curves by presence/absence of each emotion in own tweets  
Relationship between social ties and participation  
Ties with inbound communication and participation continuation (in degree) 
 Kaplan-Meier survival curves by number of other participants who sent 
communication to target  
Ties with outbound communication and participation continuation (out degree) 
 Kaplan-Meier survival curves by number of other participants target sent 
communication to  
Mutual communication and participation continuation (mutual edge) 
 Kaplan-Meier survival curves by number of other participants target BOTH sent 
to AND received from  
Intense mutual communication and participation continuation (two cycle or mutual edge, 
5 or more messages) 
 Kaplan-Meier survival curves by number of other participants target BOTH sent 
to AND received from, for a total of 5 or more messages June 25th+26th 
Recipient or sender of any communication with each emotion  

Kaplan-Meier survival curves by being a receipt or sender of communication to 
another participant with emotion each emotion 

Table 3.4 Outline of analysis 
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RESULTS 

Volume and orientation of tweets over the period 

As described in Chapter 2, I classify tweets and users according to their support or 

opposition to abortion rights (abortion orientation).  The overwhelming majority of 

tweets and participants were supportive of abortion rights, as displayed in Table 3.5 

below. Figure 3.1 illustrates the time pattern of tweets from users by abortion orientation.   

 

 

Rights 

supporters 

Rights 

opponents 
Unidentified 

Tweets 1,498,756 37,218 120,278 

Users 370,340 8,227 20,514 

Table 3.5 Tweets and users by abortion orientation 

In addition, Figure 3.1 displays the volume of tweets from rights supporters 

alongside relevant events in the bill’s progression through debate, passage, and signing.  

There is a notable spike in participation on June 25th and 26th – the day of Wendy Davis’ 

filibuster and the day after.  The majority of participants entered the conversation on one 

of these two days.  Subsequent hearings also saw spikes in participation. 
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Figure 3.1 Tweet volume by day and users’ abortion orientation  

 

Prevalence of emotions in tweets 

Figure 3.2 displays the proportion of tweets containing expressions of joy, trust, 

anger, or fear. Because of the imperfect correlations between hand annotations and 

lexicon annotations, these emotional expressions are measured with error.  This error 

notwithstanding, it is possible to observe some trends in the prevalence of the emotions 

over time.  For example, joy is notably lower than the other emotions, and fear dips 

substantially on the 25th, remaining low until the end of the month.  Trust begins very 

high, drops off approaching the filibuster, peaks sharply that day, and then rises gradually 

again to high levels at the end of the period. 
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Figure 3.2 Daily proportion of tweets expressing various emotions  
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Emotions and participation continuation 

Turning now to the relationships between the expressed emotions of individuals 

and their continuation in the conversation, I display Kaplan-Meier curves for 

conversation “survival” after June 25th/June 26th.  The shaded areas are 95% Hall-Wellner 

bands.  In these curves, every user who participated on either June 25th or June 26th is 

counted as participating at the outset and they remain in the set of participants until their 

last tweet in the period. In order to account for the likelihood that greater tweeting would 

be associated with greater probabilities of having expressed an emotion, I focus on users 

who tweeted between 2 and 10 times in this analysis, yielding a sample size of 69,788 

users.  Figure 3.6 displays the distributions of users by whether or not they expressed 

each of the emotions during the period June 25th and June 26th, among users with 10-25 

tweets.  Anger and trust were expressed by 74% and 79% of the users respectively.  By 

contrast, joy was only expressed by 30%.  Fear was expressed by 49%. 

 

         Yes          No 

Anger 51,327  74% 18,461  26% 

Fear 34,073  49% 35,715  51% 

Joy 21,157  30% 48,631  70% 

Trust 54,956  79% 14,832  21% 

 

Table 3.6 Presence of each emotion during period of exposure  
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First, in Figures 3.3 – Figure 3.6 I display Kaplan-Meier survival curves stratified 

by the presence or absence of trust, joy, anger, and fear in the June 25th/June 26th period 

to assess the relationship between emotional expressions and participation.  In these 

figures, in order to control for the volume of tweets, I include only users who issued in 

total 10-25 tweets on June 25th and June 26th combined.  The shapes of the curves are 

relatively robust to different specifications of the numbers of tweets sent.  Overall, any 

emotion in a tweet was associated with a much higher rate of continuation, but none of 

the emotions are associated with markedly greater increases in continuation than any of 

the others.  

 

Social ties and participation continuation 

The number of users with ties of the various types I examine are outlined in Table 

3.7.  Overall, more restrictive definitions of ties lead to fewer users who have high 

densities of connectedness.   
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 0 ties 1 tie 2-3 

ties 

4-5 

ties 

6-7 

ties 

8-9 

ties 

10-11 

ties 

12+ 

ties 

Indegree 261,157 25,328 16,652 6,495 3,517 2,385 1,680 10,708 

Outdegree 98,636 95,890 69,199 24,075 11,914 7,064 4,606 16,538 

Reciprocal ties 314,686 9,239 1,888 701 336 218 144 710 

Reciprocal ties with 

at least 5 

communications 

324,264 2,488 538 171 102 91 37 231 

Ties with anger 320,763 3,397 2,132 473 300 152 130 575 

Ties with fear 323,548 2,495 965 271 186 72 67 318 

Ties with joy 326,270 1,056 310 87 67 34 27 71 

Ties with trust 320,665 3,298 2,262 486 296 212 113 590 

Table 3.7 Number of users by level of connectedness, various tie types 

In order to assess the relationships between social ties and continuation in the 

conversation, I display Kaplan-Meier curves for conversation “survival” after June 

25th/June 26th, using the classification of ties outlined above.  As with the emotion curves, 

every participant who tweeted in the conversation on either of those days is included as 

participating at the outset and I count users as participating until their last tweet in the 

period.  

Figure 3.7 displays the relationship between receiving communication from other 

users (in-degree) and participation.  I display separate survival curves for groups of each 

in-degree or number of other participants who sent the target a communication.  The lines 
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are relatively close together, indicating that being mentioned by others in tweets only 

conferred modest increases in the rate of continuation. 

Figure 3.8 displays the same type of relationship, but this time stratifies the 

participants by the number of other participants they communicated to (sent tweets to).  

Here, a slightly stronger pattern emerges, with increased participation among those who 

mentioned at least 4 other participants in tweets, and a marked increase in participation 

continuation among those who communicated with many others (12 or more). 

Figure 3.9 displays survival by the number of other participants the target both 

sent communication to and received communication from over the two-day period June 

25th – 26th.  I refer to ties of this type as mutual ties.  A single mutual tie more than 

doubles the proportion continuing at most time points.  Having three or more is 

associated with nearly 50% participation for the majority of the period.  But having more 

than three mutual ties does not appear to confer substantial additional continuation. 

Figure 3.10 displays survival by the number of other participants the target both 

sent communication to and received communication from for a total of at least five 

messages over the two-day period June 25th – 26th.  I refer to ties of this type as strong 

mutual ties.  Here, having a single strong mutual tie was associated with greater 

continuation, and each increase saw somewhat higher rates of continuation.  But the 

additional continuation among those with more than one strong mutual tie was greatest 

toward the end of the period. 

Finally, in Figures 3.11 – 3.14 I assess the relationship between having a 

communication tie in which each of trust, joy, anger, or fear was expressed on June 25th 

and/or June 26th and subsequent participation. Using separate graphs for each emotion, I 

display Kaplan-Meier survival curves where participants are stratified by their number of 

mutual ties where the emotion was expressed. Ties to users who tweeted more or less are 
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still retained. Overall, greater numbers of mutual ties with emotional expressions were 

associated with greater continuation.  And in all cases except anger, the survival curves 

are stacked in such a way that each additional mutual tie with the emotion is associated 

with an increase in rates of continuation.  Also striking is the fact that this pattern does 

not hold for anger, indicating that more mutual ties with anger may not be associated with 

greater continuation in the conversation, beyond the additional continuation associated 

with having one or two ties with this emotion.  The greatest additional rates of 

continuation for each additional tie are seen in Figure 3.12, which displays curves for 

different numbers of ties with joy.  Here, having one mutual tie with joy confers 

relatively little additional continuation but two ties and more are associated with dramatic 

increases in continuation.  Mutual ties with fear (Figure 3.13) follow a similar pattern. 
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Figure 3.3 Survival by presence of any tweets with trust 
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Figure 3.4 Survival by presence of any tweets with fear 
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Figure 3.5 Survival by presence of any tweets with joy 
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Figure 3.6 Survival by presence of any tweets with anger 
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Figure 3.7 Survival by indegree 
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Figure 3.8 Survival by outdegree 
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Figure 3.9 Survival by mutual communication ties 
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Figure 3.10 Survival by intensive mututal communication ties 
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Figure 3.11 Survival by communication ties with trust 
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Figure 3.12  Survival by communication ties with joy 
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Figure 3.13 Survival by communication ties with fear 
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Figure 3.14 Survival by communication ties with anger 
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DISCUSSION 

This paper examines two drivers of social movement participation – social ties 

and emotions –  in the new and increasingly important context of online organizing.  It 

outlines a framework for examining emotions and a classification scheme for social ties, 

both designed to facilitate the study of social media conversations.  Employing these 

tools, I use between-participant comparisons to investigate why some participants 

remained engaged in the online social movement conversation regarding H.B. 2 while 

others quickly left. 

In general, I find that those who stay longer in the conversation express more 

emotions at the outset and have greater numbers of ties to others in the movement 

conversation.  But the more interesting finding is that while the expression of any 

emotion is associated with continued participation, this apparent uniformity breaks down 

when emotions and ties are investigated jointly.  I first summarize my findings regarding 

emotions.  I then turn to social ties, whose classification in terms of emotional 

expressions illuminates the relationships among emotions, social ties, and continuation. 

Any emotional expression at the outset of participation was associated with 

greater continuation.  This is illustrated by the strikingly similar shapes of the survival 

curves in figures 3.3 – 3.6.  Insofar as a greater volume of tweets is logically linked to a 

greater probability of having tweeted an emotional expression, the associations between 

emotional expressions and subsequent participation observed in Figures 3.3 – 3.6 may be 

spurious.  The analyses that yielded the survival curve account for this concern by 

focusing only on users who tweeted similar amounts. The expression of any of the 

emotions under study at the outset was associated with roughly double the rate of 

continuation at all subsequent times.  This finding points to the salience of participants' 
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own emotional expressions in predicting their subsequent continuation in the 

conversation up to several weeks later, a finding which is consistent with existing 

theories of social movement engagement – particularly those advocated by Jasper – but 

which has not been subject to an empirical test such as this. 

Having more ties to others in the conversation was associated with longer 

continuation for all classes of ties.  However, the weakness of both communication in-

degree (Figure 3.7, number of other participants who tweeted to the target) and 

communication out-degree (Figure 3.8, number of other participants who the target 

tweeted to) as predictors of continuation is striking.  Comparing Figures 3.7 and 3.8 with 

Figure 3.9 demonstrates that each additional mutual communication tie is associated with 

about as much additional continuation as seven communication in-degree or out-degree 

ties.  In other words, mutual communication ties are much more strongly associated with 

conversational continuation than unreciprocated ties, regardless of direction. Stronger 

still are mutual communication ties in which the conversational dyad shared five or more 

messages in the two-day period June 25th – 26th (Figure 3.12).  Having one tie of this type 

was associated with greater continuation than having 12 in-degree or 12 out-degree ties.  

The existing literature relies on measures like communication in-degree and out-degree.  

Because they rely on these relatively weak criteria, my findings indicate that previous 

online studies may underestimate of the influence of ties.  

It is not clear whether tweeting as part of an online social movement conversation 

is itself participation in a social movement or just a step in mobilization.  However, either 

way, the finding that more and stronger ties were related to longer participation in the 

online social movement conversation is consistent with offline findings regarding the role 

of social ties in both mobilization and participation.  And if strong, emotional social ties 

between participants are what sustain movements through periods of abeyance as 
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Melucchi and Taylor argue, then the association I observe between more and stronger 

social ties and increased lengths of participation indicates that online and offline ties may 

function in similar ways. 

More restrictive definitions of social ties may be useful insofar as they make it 

possible to discriminate between stronger and weaker ties.  My classification scheme 

advances one such definition in its proposal to use emotions to classify ties.  This scheme 

allows me to investigate the ways in which social ties and emotions work together to 

shape continuation in the online social movement conversation.  Overall, mutual ties in 

which emotions were expressed were associated with greater additional continuation that 

ties in which emotions were not expressed.  However, an increased number of ties with 

specific emotions was associated with greater increases in continuation.  Specifically, 

increases in the number of ties in which joy or fear were expressed (Figures 3.12 and 

3.14) were associated with the greatest increases in continuation.  Increases in the number 

of ties in which anger was expressed were associated with markedly less additional 

continuation (Figure 3.11).  And increases in the number of ties in which trust was 

expressed was associated with moderate increases in continuation (Figure 3.9).  In 

summary, having more relationships in which joy, fear, or trust are expressed is 

associated with large increases in continuation, while having more relationships in which 

anger is expressed is associated with only modest increases in continuation. 

While the association between individuals’ own expressions of emotions and their 

subsequent continuation does not vary among different emotions, the association between 

individuals’ social ties and their continuation appears to vary when the emotions 

expressed in those ties vary. This variation may be evidence of conflict between 

participants and subsequent detachment from the social movement conversation, or it 

may be evidence that supportive ties are supporting ongoing social movement 
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conversational participation. Jasper (1998) hypothesizes that emotions expressed in the 

context of relationships may have greater influence on individuals’ decisions to continue 

participating in a social movement, but the direct test of emotions in relationships was not 

possible in the offline context because of data constraints. 

In general, I find that expressions of emotions are key predictors of continuation 

in an online social movement conversation among supporters of abortion rights.  And I 

find that classifying social ties according to direction, intensity, and emotional content of 

communication confirms what social movement scholars have hypothesized and found in 

offline contexts.   

 

CONCLUSION 

This paper focuses on individual-level experiences to examine a widely occurring 

group-level pattern: in online social movement organizing most participants are engaged 

briefly, and only a few remain involved for longer periods.  In the aggregate, this pattern 

appears as dramatic peaks in participation followed by much lower levels of sustained 

participation.  Such patterns are also observed offline, for example as rallies and protests 

are formed and disband.  Much social movement scholarship has focused on comparing 

activists to the general population, but while activists often share background 

characteristics with each other, those same characteristics are also observed in the general 

population.  Recently, scholars have highlighted the role of trajectories after mobilization 

in shaping movement solidarity.  However, data constraints have prevented scholars from 

comparing the experiences of activists to one another to ascertain why some stay engaged 

while others fall away.  I conduct these previously onerous comparisons by using a novel 
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data source and asking what distinguishes the experiences of those who remain engaged 

from those who leave.   

This work has substantial limitations. A critical one is that emotions in the study 

are measured with error, and a more precise annotation strategy might yield greater 

differences between emotions.  In addition, there is a possibility of bias due to exclusion 

of tweets in the conversation that did not use hashtags.  While hashtags were used 

extensively to organize the conversation that summer, surely many people tweeted 

without hashtags about the bill, at least sometimes.  Any study of emotions must at a 

minimum acknowledge that observed similarities in emotional expressions by users may 

be induced by shared network connections, which is particularly relevant to this study 

since emotions have been demonstrated to be socially contagious online (Kramer, 

Guillory, and Hancock 2014).  Also important to note is that Twitter is not representative 

of the general population and thus the observed relationships may not reflect processes in 

social movements more generally.  Similarly, this study examines participation in an 

online social movement conversation and may not accurately reflect social movement 

participation offline, particularly to the extent that not all people use online 

communication or feel equally comfortable using it for political engagement.   

Despite these limitations, the case of the social response to H.B. 2 presents an 

ideal opportunity to study how the emotional and relationship experiences of movement 

“drop outs” differ from the experiences of those who continue to participate in movement 

activities.  First, the rapid growth and then rapid shrinkage of the conversation yields a 

dynamic set of participants who rapidly enter and exit the conversation.  Second, physical 

movement events such as rallies and meetings were organized on Twitter and everywhere 

at the events an observer could see people tweeting.  This widespread use of Twitter 

specifically means that the records of the movement’s conversation on Twitter are a 
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relatively comprehensive archive on participants’ communication.  This rich digital 

record provides a unique opportunity to observe the dynamics underlying participants’ 

continuation in a movement or exit from it. 

Perhaps debates about the authenticity of online social interaction would do well 

to introduce nuance regarding the strength of ties online.  Just like in the offline world, 

not all ties online are equally strong.  It is not surprising that weak online connections 

between people do not function like self-reported offline social ties, but that does not 

itself mean that online ties are never similar to offline ties. Scholars who can effectively 

measure online ties may find that online social engagement has different contours than 

examinations of naïve, platform-defined ties may initially reveal. Using more information 

to classify social ties may improve online studies’ capacity to test and inform theories 

developed in offline contexts.  In addition, more descriptive classifications of social ties 

may effectively address those who argue that online social interaction is less meaningful 

by demonstrating that what is described as “a tie” online is needlessly and artificially 

unrestrictive.  As domains of social interaction change, our operationalizations of social 

ties must not default to the easiest to measure indicators. 

The online and offline worlds are neither fully separate nor identical, and thus 

scholars of social movements need new tools – like the operationalizations and 

frameworks I outline here.  These new tools will become increasingly essential as the 

online context grows as a domain of social life.  This paper presents some of those tools 

and presents a test of theories which would be impossible to test in the offline context 

because of data limitations.  Rather than asking whether the online context is “real” or 

meaningful, because it clearly is for many people, a more productive debate might be 

about the similarities and differences between social phenomena online and offline.  

Fruitful debates over the operationalization of previously difficult-to-measure phenomena 
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and new investigations of causality could result from this change in focus, and would 

help our discipline remain engaged in the world as many experience it – as something 

which is simultaneously physical and digital.  

The present work begins to quantify the role of social ties and emotions in 

keeping people working toward a common goal.  Eventually, such efforts may help us 

understand not just online social movements, but the mechanisms of large groups in 

general.  If we can characterize how social ties and emotional expressions helped keep 

more than a hundred thousand Texans talking about how to fight one law, we might be 

able to facilitate efforts to sustain large-scale collaboration around other issues.  
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Chapter 4: Call-out culture and frame alignment 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the early 1970s, feminist organizations in the United States have broadly 

supported abortion rights and opposed legal restrictions on access to abortion care (Ferree 

2003; Luker 1984; Buechler 1990)  The central organizations in the movement have 

coalesced around specific “framings” or discursive strategies for describing and justifying 

their opposition to legal restrictions on abortion.  In this paper I use the emergence of a 

radical change in this framing as an opportunity to investigate how frame disputes are 

negotiated in the context of the widespread use of person-to-person digital social media.  

Online individual-level interactions are an important focus of social movement research 

as digitally-engaged movements become the norm and the influence of organizations 

within movements wanes (Earl and Kimport 2011).  This paper extends the analysis of 

collective action frame disputes beyond the level of organizations, using newly available 

individual-level data.  This paper also identifies an important role for emotions in frame 

disputes, arguing that activists' public expressions of anger facilitate the adoption of a 

more radical frame by movement elites. 

 

Collective action frames 

Social movement organizations and the scholars who study them are keenly aware 

that the meanings attached to social phenomena shape individual and collective responses 

to events and conditions.  Social movement organizations seek to intercede in the 

meaning-making process by defining social problems together with their solutions, causal 

interpretations, and moral evaluations (Entman 1993).  These definitions, or packages of 
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meaning, are called frames, after Goffman (Snow et al. 1986; Snow and Benford 1988; 

Goffman 1974).  

A large body of work articulates types of social movement frames and their 

capacity to mobilize populations (Snow et al. 1986; Snow and Benford 1988; Benford 

and Snow 2000). A central task, undertaken by Snow and Benford (1988), is the 

development of a typology of the ways in which frames facilitate mobilization.  For 

Snow and Benford, frames perform diagnostic, prognostic, and motivational tasks with 

varying degrees of success.  Diagnostic frames identify a problem and associate that 

problem with a source or cause.  Prognostic frames specify actions that might ameliorate 

a recognized problem.  Motivational frames provide the rationale for action and articulate 

its utility. A variety of scholars have used or extended this classification, in order to 

determine how and why frames succeed or fail (Ferree 2003; McCaffrey and Keys 2000; 

McCammon 2012; McCammon et al. 2007).  For example, McCaffery and Keys outline 

strategies employed by movement actors to undermine countermovements’ frames using 

a related classification.  

Depending on their context, individuals and populations may find some framings 

more motivating, or resonant, than others. For example, Ferree argues that local legal 

institutions shape which frames are resonant in the contrasting contexts of the United 

States and West Germany (Ferree 2003).  Her findings are an example of what Snow and 

Benford call the “infrastructural constraints of belief systems” – the contextual 

determinants of frames’ capacity to resonate with a population.  Focusing on cultural 

rather than legal context, McCammon and co-authors argue that the successes of 

framings in US women’s jury movements were moderated by gender norms (McCammon 

et al. 2007).   Like these examples, studies of frame tasks and resonance typically analyze 

frames developed by social movement organizations in terms of their capacity to 
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mobilize populations.  However, the forces shaping the adoption of frames within a 

movement receive relatively less attention.  What makes a frame compelling to a social 

movement leader?  While the process of frame selection is often assumed to be rational 

and strategic, little is known about how this process actually transpires.  Social movement 

scholars acknowledge that discursive processes generate and refine frames, but have not 

specified the mechanisms whereby interactions and negotiations between movement 

actors yield frame selections.   

 

Frame disputes 

As social movements are rarely uniform, homogenous groups, conflicts over how 

to frame movement goals are frequent. According to Benford (1993) frame disputes may 

be over: what is real (diagnosis), what to do about a problem (prognosis), or what ways of 

describing reality might most effectively motivate others to join the struggle (frame 

resonance).   

Social movement scholars have largely taken social movement organizations as 

their unit of analysis in investigations of frame disputes (Benford 1993; McCammon, 

Bergner, and Arch 2015; McCaffrey and Keys 2000; Haines 1996; A. M. White 1999).  

This yielded robust theories of frame transmission and framing conflict.  However, 

framing conflict within organizations has not yet been adequately studied.  For example, 

Haines and White do not describe intra-organizational framing conflict, perhaps because 

their participant-observations were focused on organizational issues.  Benford specifies 

that discussing framing disputes within organizations was not acceptable to his subjects.  

McCammon and co-authors as well as McCaffrey and Keys rely on historical documents 

generated by organizations, which do not typically discuss with-organization conflict.  
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Insofar as they fail to attend to conflicts among individuals, analyses of this kind 

may obscure the emotional dynamics involved in framing disputes.  The central conflict 

in any framing dispute, according to Benson, concerns “a shared diagnosis of the problem 

that is the movement's raison d'etre” (Benford 1993).  For committed activists, such 

disputes may be emotional.  In fact, Jasper highlights the need to take activists’ emotions 

into account in the analysis of frames (Jasper 2011).  Because individuals themselves are 

the ones whose emotions are aroused, and whose positions fuel organizational 

orientations, any such account would benefit from individual-level analyses of emotional 

dynamics.  

The unprecedented access of individuals to movement elites afforded by social 

media further heightens the importance of individual-level analysis.  In the context of 

widespread online organizing, movement elites may be newly subject to persuasion, 

surveillance, and criticism from individuals at the margins of the movement.  The 

resulting interactions will influence framing processes, since as Gamson writes, 

"collective action frames are not merely aggregations of individual attitudes and 

perceptions but also the outcome of negotiating shared meaning" (Gamson 1992: 111).  

Individual-level analyses may thus illuminate how these negotiations yield or fail to yield 

frame transmission between marginal actors and elites. 

Traditionally, frames have been characterized as instruments organizations use to 

mobilize populations, a formulation that locates agency in the organization rather than the 

individual.  However, in the context of waning organizational influence in social 

movements, there is cause to ask research questions about frames which situate 

individuals as agents.  Specifically, such investigations may reveal dynamics by which 

frames emerge and are deployed.  Recent evidence suggests that that dynamic models are 

needed to account for the influence of individual activists on firms' public image 
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management. Specifically, McDonnell and co-authors find that after being targeted by 

activists, firms adopt defensive positions to shield against further outcry (McDonnell, 

King, and Soule 2015).  However, the processes whereby individuals influence 

organizations’ public positions and speech has not yet been studied in a social movement 

context. 

 

Abortion rights framing 

In this paper I examine individual activists’ influence on frame adoption by 

movement leaders during the debate and passage of H.B. 2, an abortion restriction bill in 

Texas. Since the early 1970s, the liberal feminist frame has dominated abortion rights 

supporters’ discussions of abortion law in the United States (Luker 1984; Ferree 2003).  

The liberal feminist frame identifies legal restrictions on abortion provision as a moral 

problem because such restrictions hamper women’s rights to control their bodies and 

lives.  This framing dominated US discourses regarding abortion because its appeal to the 

right to freedom from government interference has resonated in the context of US legal 

and cultural institutions (Ferree 2003). I apply Snow and Benford’s (1988) framing tasks 

to the liberal feminist frame.  This frame diagnoses legal restrictions on abortion as a 

problem, arguing that they are the primary mechanism by which the state interferes with 

women’s reproductive autonomy.  The frame’s prognosis highlights the negative right to 

freedom from government intrusion, calling for the repeal of abortion restrictions or 

prevention of their implementation. The liberal feminist frame is only one of several 

possible framings of abortion open to feminists (Ferree 2003).  In fact, Luker highlights 

that this position is pragmatic for many feminists who adopt it because they worry that 

more radical frames might lose them public support (Luker 1984). 
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One such alternative – reproductive justice – has been championed by women of 

color.  Reproductive justice situates access to abortion within a broader constellation of 

determinants of reproductive autonomy.  This constellation also include the right to 

choose parenthood without stigma regardless of age, race, or class; parent with dignity; 

and raise children in safety (Crenshaw 1989).  Reproductive justice is part of a broader 

effort within social justice organizing to attend to intersectionality – the ways in which 

identities intersect to influence people’s lives.  For example, for women of color, gender 

and race are both salient categories, and their combined influence transcends the 

influence of either category individually (Crenshaw 1989).  Taking a legal perspective, 

Roberts argues that the state has a responsibility to redress the injustices inflicted upon 

black women through historical contraceptive coercion, ongoing denials of quality 

reproductive care, and longstanding criminalization and stigmatization of black women’s 

reproduction (Roberts 1997).  Building on Roberts’ scholarship, Harris describes the 

result of these injustices as stratified reproduction, which assigns high value to some 

women’s fertility while systematically devaluing the fertility of others (Harris and Wolfe 

2014).  On the whole, reproductive justice diagnoses legal and cultural oppression as the 

source of unequal access to dignified reproduction and reproductive liberty.  In light of 

this definition of the problem, the frame’s prognosis calls for the extension of liberty 

beyond negative rights to a wider set of positive rights ensuring reproductive dignity for 

all people.   

The SisterSong coalition was founded by women of color in 1997 to advance the 

reproductive justice frame.  At that time, liberal feminist framings predominated among 

mainstream feminist organizations like Planned Parenthood, NARAL, and the Center for 

Reproductive Rights (SisterSong 2015). SisterSong’s mission is to eradicate reproductive 

injustice visited upon indigenous women and women of color.  The reproductive justice 
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frame is articulated in the SisterSong coalition’s statement that reproductive justice is a 

framework “based on the human right to make personal decisions about one’s life, and 

the obligation of government and society to ensure that the conditions are suitable for 

implementing one’s decisions…” by shifting “from a narrower focus on legal access and 

individual choice (the focus of mainstream organizations) to a broader analysis of racial, 

economic, cultural, and structural constraints on our power” (SisterSong 2015).  As their 

statement makes clear, SisterSong advances the broader prognosis of reproductive justice 

as an alternative to the liberal feminist focus on averting abortion restrictions.  However, 

mainstream feminist organizations at both the state and national level were still using the 

liberal feminist frame at the outset of the summer of 2013 – over 15 years after 

SisterSong’s formation and 24 years after Crenshaw’s articulation of reproductive justice 

(Crenshaw 1989). 

In order to advance their mission, SisterSong and other advocates of reproductive 

justice frames have employed strategies as diverse as artmaking, trainings, conference 

organizing, and outreach to mainstream feminist organizations.  Individual advocates of 

reproductive justice have also made use of a technique referred to as “call-out” to hold 

feminist leaders accountable for failing to use intersectional analyses.  A call-out is 

typically a public expression of disapproval coupled with a recommendation for a 

different approach.  With the rise of online organizing, advocates of reproductive justice 

have begun to call-out those who fail to use intersectional analyses in online and social 

media spaces.  The use of call-outs as a strategy is subject to ongoing debate (Cross 2015; 

Ronson 2015; Daniele 2016),  with internet callouts in particular being criticized as toxic 

(Ronson 2015).  These concerns notwithstanding, the efficacy of call-outs for 

transmitting framings to new people, particularly leaders of organizations, is unknown.   
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The case of Texas abortion rights organizing in the summer of 2013 presents an 

opportunity to evaluate call-outs as a strategy for changing the way movement leaders 

frame a social issue.  In the beginning of summer 2013, mainstream feminist 

organizations were using liberal feminist framings to describe their opposition to H.B. 2, 

an orientation which was consistent with their national counterparts.  Over the course of 

that summer, however, many of the leaders of mainstream feminist organizations in 

Texas shifted to the reproductive justice frame in their speech about H.B. 2.  This 

rhetorical shift was reflected in wider strategic and policy changes in their movements.  

For example, NARAL Prochoice Texas joined a taskforce on racial disparities in infant 

mortality, several organizations adopted legislative agendas focused on parenting rights 

for Latinas and undocumented women, and leaders publicly attended an intensive anti-

racist training.   

 But how and why these leaders in the Texas abortion rights organizing 

community adopted the reproductive justice frame during the summer of 2013 is not 

clear.  One possibility is that changes in the political opportunity structure made a new 

framing more resonant.  For example, perhaps the population became more radical or the 

nature of policies under debate changed.  However, in light of the fact that not all leaders 

adopted the new framing and leaders who transitioned did so throughout the summer, 

perhaps the transitions were precipitated by something less global.  In an effort to account 

for this variation, I assess the associations between leaders’ interactions with reproductive 

justice advocates and leaders’ adoption of the reproductive justice frame.  Because call-

outs typically express anger, I specifically attend to the potential influence of angry 

communications from reproductive justice activists to leaders.  This approach allows me 

to investigate the potential role of individual-level interactive processes in shaping 

collective action framing. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS  

I rely on Twitter data to measure if and when elites in the online conversation 

about H.B. 2 adopted reproductive justice frames. In order to assess the associations 

between these transitions and the interactions between participants, I also use Twitter 

data to describe online interactions between advocates of reproductive justice and 

movement elites.  Following the norms of social movement studies, I focus on movement 

elites rather than organizational leaders.  Focusing on elites rather than leaders in this 

context is particularly relevant because online conversations may be dominated by 

individuals who have substantial status but are not leaders of formal organizations.  As 

outlined below, I define elites as individuals who participated heavily in the online 

conversation and who had many followers who also participated.   

In order to assess the associations between elites’ interactions with reproductive 

justice activists and their transitions to reproductive justice frames, I must assemble four 

types of data.  First, I need a list of all elites.  Second, I need all tweets from elites’, 

coded according to whether their tweets employ the reproductive justice frame or not.  

Third, I need a list of all reproductive justice advocates involved in the conversation.  

And fourth, I need all the tweets from reproductive justice advocates to elites, coded by 

the presence of anger. 

I begin with the same corpus of 1.66 million tweets from June 19th through July 

14th, 2013, identified via hashtag selection as explained in Chapters 2 and 3.  I subset and 

augment these data as described below.  Having assembled the necessary data, I use 

hand-annotation to code tweets from elites’ according to whether or not they express 

reproductive justice frames.  Then, I use lexicon-based annotation to code reproductive 

justice advocates’ tweets according to emotional content. 
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Once the data are assembled and annotated, I use Kaplan-Meyer survival curves 

to assess the association between elites’ exposure to interactions with reproductive justice 

advocates and their subsequent adoption of reproductive justice frames. 

 

Data                                                                                                                                      

List of elites 

I use three strategies to identify a list of movement elites.  First, I identify the 

executive directors, media managers, and organizing staff for all the major abortion rights 

organizations in Texas and determine if they were active on Twitter (defined as having at 

least one tweet during my period of analysis with one of the hashtags related to the bill).  

Second, I searched for official Twitter accounts of all these organizations, and included 

them if they existed and were active by the same definition.  Third, I identify all other 

individuals, including bloggers and journalists, who were actively opposed to the bill.  I 

identify these individuals by counting the total number of tweets from each Twitter user 

in my initial 1.66 million tweet corpus and then sorting the users in descending order.  

For the top 200 users in terms of volume, I examine tweet history by hand to identify any 

individuals who were both highly engaged in the conversation and were followed by at 

least 100 other conversational participants.  In total, I identify 56 such users who I define 

as elites. See Appendix B for a list.  Out of concern for privacy, I only identify 

organizations, journalists, and publicly-identified leaders and staffers of organizations.  

Others are listed according to the type of user (for example, individual or board member). 
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Tweets from elites 

From the initial corpus of 1.66 million tweets in the online social movement 

conversation, I select all tweets from the 56 elites as defined above. This yielded 32,355 

total tweets.   

 

Identifying reproductive justice frames in elites’ tweets 

In order to make possible the hand identification of reproductive justice frames in 

the tweets from elites, I begin by unduplicating retweets in the 32,355 total tweets from 

elites.  This yielded 14,183 unique tweets. I use keyword searches (for example “WOC”, 

“BLACK”, “JUSTICE”, “REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE”, “WOMEN OF COLOR”, 

“QUEER”, “TRANS” etc.) to identify candidate reproductive justice tweets from among 

these unique tweets.  I determine by hand if each of these candidate tweets uses a 

reproductive justice frame.  Once I identify a tweet as having a reproductive justice 

frame, I flag it, delete the remainder of tweets from that elite from my dataset for coding, 

and continue searching.  In this way, I limit the number of tweets I hand-classify.  Below 

I describe how I identify tweets with and without reproductive justice frames.  Because I 

only identify tweets which communicated reproductive justice frames and many of the 

tweets were practical communications, descriptions of testimony, or otherwise did not 

communicate a frame, this process is possible despite the high volume of tweets which I 

had to read. 

In general, I take an approach to identifying reproductive justice frames which is 

designed to capture inclinations to the framing.  Specifically, I identify three primary 

types of tweets which I associate with the presence of a reproductive justice frame: those 

which use the words “reproductive justice” or “repro justice” and identify one or more 

marginalized groups; those which highlight the intersection of oppressions for a group or 
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for several groups; and those which specifically advocate for scholars, books, or 

organizations publicly associated with reproductive justice12.  For example, “#HB2 

PRIMARILY HURTS BLACK AND BROWN AND WORKING CLASS. 

#REPROJUSTICE #TXLEGE #SWTW” is coded as having a reproductive justice frame 

because it identifies an intersection between abortion restrictions and race/ethnicity or 

class.  Another tweet, “BY THE WAY, ANTI-CHOICE 'SLAVERY EXPERTS,' 

FORCED PREGNANCY WAS A FACET OF SLAVERY. GO READ KILLING THE 

BLACK BODY AND COME BACK #HB2” is coded as having a reproductive justice 

frame for two reasons.  First, it identifies the consequences of slavery for reproductive 

liberty and by implication associates those consequences with contemporary abortion 

restrictions, and second it promotes a book, Dorothy Roberts’ Killing the Black Body, 

which is strongly associated with reproductive justice.  More simply, the tweet, “#WOC 

ARE DISPROPORTIONATELY AFFECTED BY #ANTICHOICE #ABORTION 

LAWS LIKE #TX #HB2” is identified as having a reproductive justice frame because it 

describes a disproportionate impact of the proposed law on women of color (“WOC”). 

If the tweet focuses on the experience of women in general or describes legal 

restrictions themselves as unjust, it is not coded as having a reproductive justice frame.  

For example, the tweet with the text, “THIS IS 2013. I AM DONE HAVING MEN SIGN 

PAPERS FOR MY BODY. THIS IS MY RIGHT, MY RIGHT, MY CONSTITUTION. 

#HB60” is coded as not having a reproductive justice frame.  Similarly, “TERRI BURKE 

FOR ACLU TEXAS UP NOW: 20 WEEK BANS ARE "CLEAR VIOLATION OF A 

WOMAN'S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT" #HB60 #TXLEGE” is not coded as having a 

                                                
12 The organizations were Undoing Racism Austin, MamaSana Vibrant Woman, and SisterSong Coalition.  
The only scholar referenced was Dorothy Roberts and her book Killing the Black Body. 
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reproductive justice frame because it focuses on legal restrictions on abortion care as the 

problem confronting those fighting against the bill.   

Furthermore, the simple mention of multiply marginalized populations is not 

sufficient to identify a tweet as containing a reproductive justice frame.  For example, the 

tweet, “LATINAS PART OF "NEW GENERATION" OF ABORTION RIGHTS 

ACTIVISTS #FJL #SWTW” is not coded as having a reproductive justice frame because 

it does not identify an intersectional harm or experience of Latina women.  It simply 

mentions that members of this group were present at the protest.  

Based on these hand coded tweets, for each elite, I identify the day they first used 

a reproductive justice frame in a tweet in the online movement conversation.  I do not 

code tweets after that date for the presence or absence of reproductive justice frames 

because it is unnecessary for my analytic approach. 

 

List of reproductive justice advocates 

 I identify reproductive justice activists via two strategies.  First, I create a list of 

all the explicitly reproductive justice-oriented organizations in Texas as well as 

individuals widely involved in advocating for reproductive justice in the state.  I then 

search for these individuals on Twitter, and include them if they tweeted with any of the 

hashtags about the bill during the period under study.  I identify 17 advocates this way, 

all of whom are individuals and none of whom are formally identified in their Twitter 

profile as associated with organizations.  Second, based on these initial 17 advocates, 

using the word counts generated for Chapter 3’s identification of emotions, I create a list 

of 25 keywords used more frequently in the tweets from advocates of reproductive justice 

than in the corpus of tweets as a whole.  Here I measure frequency as a ratio of number of 
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times these words occurred in the tweets from the user during the period over the number 

of tweets from the user in the period.   For every participant in the total conversation, I 

count the number of times they used any of these 25 keywords in the movement 

conversation during the period under study.  I then sort the participants by the number of 

times they used any of the keywords in descending order and examine the tweets from 

the 200 most frequent keyword users.  Among these 200 candidate reproductive justice 

advocates, I examine tweets from the period, focusing on early tweets (i.e. dated on or 

before June 26th).  

I identify a user as a reproductive justice advocate if they employed intersectional 

analyses of abortion restrictions, parenting policy, or contraceptive policy consistently, 

typically in least 5 tweets during the period.  An example of a tweet which contributes to 

the identification of an advocate is, “NOT ONLY WOMEN NEED ABORTIONS. 

#SWALLTEXANS #TRANSPPLTOO #SB5”.13  This tweet identifies the need to expand 

the language used to discuss abortion access to include otherwise marginalized groups.  

Similarly, a sustained focus on poor women or women with other barriers to health care 

access might indicate that a user was an advocate.  For example, this tweet indicates the 

barriers to access uniquely experienced by poor women, “IF YOU HAVE TO BORROW 

MONEY FOR GAS, GETTING AN ABORTION TOO HARD WO #HB2.”  Many of 

the tweets indicating an advocacy for reproductive justice frames were focused on race.  

For example, admonishments to include Black women’s poor maternal health in 

discussions of reproductive issues were widespread.  An example of this focus is, 

“BLACK WOMENS BABIES ARE DYING. DO YOU CARE? #SWTW”.  In total, I 

identify 125 reproductive justice advocates based on my examination of the tweets. 

                                                
13 Twitter users’ handles are removed from the example tweets used here to protect privacy.  Some users 
have set their profiles to private since the time of data collection.  And users may delete tweets at any time.  
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Tweets from reproductive justice advocates to elites 

From my corpus of 1.66 million hashtag-selected tweets, I identify 2,010 tweets 

from the reproductive justice advocates to any of the elites.  A tweet “to” an elite is 

defined here as any tweet including that elite’s handle or Twitter name.  Further, because 

advocates may have tweeted to elites without hashtags, I use the Twitter API to identify 

any additional tweets from the activists to the elites during the period under study.  In this 

way, I identify 167 additional tweets.  

 

Identifying emotions and targeting in advocates’ tweets 

For all the tweets from advocates to elites, I identify tweets which specifically 

target elites’ failure to use intersectional analyses.  Tweets targeting elites are similar to 

tweets identified above as having reproductive justice frames – and indeed they often 

overlap –  but they also include the handles or Twitter names of elites, and thus they 

would have been visible to any Twitter user who was following tweets directed to that 

elite.  For example, the tweet text “THE HISTORY IS LONG. FORCED PREGNANCY 

WAS A FACET OF SLAVERY. GO READ KILLING THE BLACK BODY AND 

COME BACK” includes the handle of an elite and advocates the reading of a book 

associated with reproductive justice, and is thus identified as a tweet targeting an elite 

from an advocate.  Similarly, the tweet (replying to a tweet from an elite) “NOT ONLY 

WOMEN NEED ABORTIONS. #SWALLTEXANS #TRANSPPLTOO #SB5” includes 

the handle of an elite and advocates an intersectional analysis of abortion rights and 

access.  It is thus identified as targeting an elite. 
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I also seek to identify elites’ exposure to call-outs from reproductive justice 

advocates.  I define call-outs here as angry admonishments to adopt or incorporate 

reproductive justice frames.  Therefore, I also hand-annotate an indicator of anger for all 

tweets from reproductive justice advocates to elites.  The two examples in the paragraph 

above are both annotated as not having anger.  By contrast, the tweet “WE ARE HERE 

YOU JUST CANT SEE US THROUGH YOUR IPHONE BITCH,” is annotated as 

targeting with anger.  Similarly, this tweet, which expresses anger at the comportment of 

an elite during a hearing is coded as targeting with anger, “OH, YOUY'RE QUIET 

WHEN OLD WHITE MAN READS A POEM, AND TALK OVER LATINA 

COUNTERPART TELLING HER REAL PERSONAL STORY ABOUT SEXUAL 

ABUSE. #HB2”.  Many tweets are sarcastic and sarcasm is coded as anger when directed 

at the actions of an elite.  For example, “I AM NOT HERE FOR A WHITE WOMAN 

TALKING ABOUT WHAT I NEED” is coded as targeting with anger.  By contrast, 

statements of elites’ marginalization or vilification of groups are not typically coded as 

angry.  For example, this tweet targeting an elite is not coded as angry, “AND SO THE 

ISLAMOPHOBIC FEMINIST ACTIVISM BEGINS IN TEXAS! #TXLEGE CC”.  

Similarly, the tweet, “HEY WHITE FEMINISTS! YAY #SB5 IS DEAD- BUT THERE'S 

MORE GOING ON IN TEXAS THAN WENDY DAVIS ESP FOR WOC/QUEERS” 

simply directs an elite’s attention to marginalized groups and is not coded as angry. 

 

Analytic sample 

Summary of data used for analysis: 

• 56 elites who had not used reproductive justice frames in the week preceding the 

filibuster 
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o 21 elites transitioned to using reproductive justice frames during the 

period 

o 35 did not ever use a reproductive justice frame during the period 

o 18 elites were “targeted” by reproductive justice advocates (at least one 

tweet to them from a reproductive justice advocate specifically addressed 

a failure to use intersectional analyses) 

o 13 elites were “targeted” by angry tweets from advocates 

• 125 reproductive justice advocates 

• 2,177 tweets from advocates to elites 

 

Analysis 

I summarize the adoption of reproductive justice frames by elites using Kaplan-

Meyer Survival curves for the whole population of elites, and for subgroups of elites who 

were mentioned in tweets from reproductive justice advocates (targeted) as well as elites 

who were mentioned in angry tweets from reproductive justice advocates (targeted with 

anger).  Because I am analyzing phenomena in a small population, formal survival 

analysis methods for between-group differences are underpowered.  Therefore, I report 

the eventual proportion of elites who adopted reproductive justice frames by two 

classifications: targeted vs. not targeted, and targeted with anger vs. not targeted with 

anger. 
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RESULTS 

Figure 4.3 displays images from the websites of mainstream feminist 

organizations in Texas before and after summer 2013. The images on the left-hand side 

reflect the kinds of liberal feminist slogans used in the mainstream feminist framing of 

abortion rights in Texas before the summer of 2013.  On the right-hand side are images 

displayed after the summer of 2013 on the websites of the same organizations.  The left-

hand images express support for women’s physical autonomy and opposition to legal 

restrictions on abortion.  By contrast, the images on the right reflect a broader conception 

of reproduction, including explicit mentions of parenting, adoption, and “reproductive 

freedom”.  For example, one graphic includes the slogan, “From abortion rights to / 

social justice / building the movement for / reproductive / freedom,” directly emphasizing 

the reproductive justice frame’s wider scope.  Another graphic from after the summer of 

2013 depicts a person talking to another person with medium-length hair and an 

apparently pregnant belly.  The speaker addresses him or her as a “pregnant person” – 

indicating an acknowledgement that transgender people may experience pregnancy. 

Figures 4.4 – 4.6 display survival curves depicting the adoption of reproductive 

justice frames by elites.  The y-axis represents the proportion of elites who have not yet 

adopted the reproductive justice frame, while the x-axis represents the days since June 

26th, 2013.  Examining the baseline survival depicted in Figure 4.4, by the end of the 

period 38% of all elites had adopted a reproductive justice frame.  Figure 4.5 displays 

survival curves for elites’ adoption of the reproductive justice frame, stratified on the 

basis of whether or not they were targeted by reproductive justice advocates.  The curve 

for those who were not targeted lies above the curve for those who were, indicating that 

adoption of the new frame was greater among those who were targeted.  By the end of the 

period, 52% of those who had been targeted had adopted the new frame, compared to 
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only 35% for those who had not been targeted.  A more dramatic difference is visible in 

Figure 4.6, stratified on the basis of whether or not they were targeted with anger by 

reproductive justice advocates.  Among those not targeted with anger, only 26% adopted 

the new frame by the end of the period, while 70% of those who were targeted adopted 

the new frame. 
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Figure 4.1 Graphics from Texas reproductive rights website before and after Summer 
2013 
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Figure 4.2 Kaplan-Meyer survival estimates of elites’ adoption of reproductive justice 
frames 
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Figure 4.3 Kaplan-Meyer survival estimates of elites’ adoption of reproductive justice 
frames by exposure to targeting from reproductive justice advocates 
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Figure 4.4 Kaplan-Meyer survival estimates of elites’ adoption of reproductive justice 
frames by exposure to angry targeting tweets from reproductive justice 
advocates 
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DISCUSSION 

In summary, I find that movement elites who received appeals from activists were 

more likely to adopt those activists' preferred frames.  Specifically, mainstream feminists 

who were called-out by reproductive justice advocates were more likely to adopt 

intersectional analyses.  There are several possible explanations for this finding.  First, 

the relationship may be causal – angry call-outs may somehow induce a different analysis 

among mainstream feminists.  Second, call-outs may license the public adoption of more 

radical frames among mainstream feminists previously afraid of losing resonance by 

doing so.  Third, the relationship may result from activists targeting elites based on those 

elites’ predisposition toward adopting the new frame.  Or fourth, elites may respond to 

call-outs by appropriating the language and framing of activists in order to avoid further 

censure.   

Regardless of its reason, the association between contentious communication on 

social media and a frame change among social movement elites is meaningful for two 

reasons.  First, it indicates that negative emotions may have a productive role in online 

political discourse.  In recent years, nationally representative polling has consistently 

demonstrated that many Americans find political discussions on social media stressful 

because of their experience of animosity, anger, and discord (Duggan and Smith 2016; 

Duggan and Smith 2014; Duggan and Smith 2013).  Most discussion of these findings 

relies on the implicit assumption that political conversations should be peaceable and 

emotionally neutral.  The findings here suggest that this norm of communication rules out 

an effective form of political speech.  While contention online may be uncomfortable, it 

has an important role to play in changing hearts and minds. 

Second, this finding points to the possibility that as person-to-person 

communication on social media becomes an increasingly dominant aspect of social 
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movement organizing, the dynamics of social movements’ framing processes may 

change.  Before social media were available, activists’ access to elites was confined to 

meetings and rallies, or publication of their demands in print or broadcast media.  Now 

activists may make use of tagging or mentions14 to communicate to elites on social media 

platforms, and that communication is often visible to others on the platform.  The public 

visibility of social media interactions introduces a new opportunity for social surveillance 

of elites, since others may observe elites’ responses or failures to respond. By providing a 

public, direct path of communication to elites and affording anyone the opportunity to 

observe elites’ responses, social media afford new levels of access and accountability. 

New directions for research emerge when we conceptualize individuals rather 

than organizations as agents in the framing process.  In particular, this reassignment of 

agency creates a new place for emotions and other cultural phenomena in models of 

framing.  As social movement studies have moved away from structural and rational 

models, culture, and emotions in particular, have been widely acknowledged as important 

determinants of collective behavior (Swidler 1995; Johnston 2013).  However, not all 

analytic tools in the discipline have kept pace with this turn (Jasper 2011).  By analyzing 

how activists use emotions to advance more radical frames, this study provides an 

example of how analytic models may be updated to account for cultural phenomena.  

In the Texas abortion rights organizing community, the major organizations 

adopted new policy positions reflecting the successful transmission of the reproductive 

justice frame from activists to movement elites.  Subsequently, NARAL Prochoice Texas, 

Planned Parenthood Texas Votes, and The Texas Freedom Network all publicly 

articulated support for a range of new issues consistent with this frame: the right to parent 
                                                
14 Tagging and mentions are features of the social media platforms Facebook and Twitter.  They allow 
users to indicate precisely who they want to reference in a communication.  For example, on Twitter, a user 
may “tweet at” another user by beginning a tweet with the @-symbol and the target user’s handle. 
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with dignity regardless of income, opposition to the shackling of prison and jail inmates 

who were delivering, and the use of language inclusive of transpeople’s experiences. 

Organizational elites' transitions to reproductive justice rhetoric was subsequently 

reflected in their adoption of policy positions consistent with that frame. 

This study has several limitations.  Chief among them is its observational design, 

which means that the associations described here may be spurious.  It is also limited by 

the fact that it relies on short texts which can only partially convey complex concepts like 

frames. I attempt to limit the impact of this reliance by reviewing participants’ full set of 

tweets whenever relevant.  As with any study of online behavior, this work may not be 

generalizable beyond the online context and the Twitter platform, both because Twitter 

users are a highly select group, and also because people may behave differently online 

than they do in other settings.  And the study’s findings may likewise be difficult to 

generalize beyond the online context if I am correct in hypothesizing that digitally 

engaged social movements provide unique access to elites.  The findings also may not be 

generalizable beyond abortion organizing, which is an especially contentious domain.  

However, the frame dispute I examine centers on the conflict between liberal and 

intersectional frames. As this conflict exists in most progressive causes, my findings 

about the advancement of intersectional frames have implications beyond abortion 

debates.  A final limitation arises from the study’s level of analysis.  I describe between-

individual variation, but do not account for global conditions, including political 

opportunity structure may have – and likely did – contribute to the adoption of 

reproductive justice frames on a broader scale.  

Despite these limitations, this study has several strengths.  First, it examines the 

role individuals play in shaping collective action frames, arguing that social media may 

expand that role.  Second, by focusing on emotions in individual-level interactions within 
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movements, it facilitates the analysis of their role in frame development.  It also employs 

newly-available longitudinal microdata to provide an account of frame change in online 

social movements.   

There are many questions about framing accessible to investigation using digital 

social media microdata of this kind that lie beyond the scope of this study.  By focusing 

on a static set of elites whose framing strategies were uniformly known at the study’s 

outset, I circumvent a question which merits further investigation: Does individual-level 

frame alignment within movements occur through selection or social transmission?  More 

specifically, do people who disagree with a movement’s framing avoid the movement or 

leave quickly if they do join? Alternately, do they reshape the movement framing as 

described here, or does engagement in the movement socialize them into experiencing the 

movement’s frames as resonant?  The existing social movement scholarship shows 

evidence of all these processes, but individual-level data and analytic strategies like those 

employed here could advance that debate concerning which process is dominant.  

Turning away from the opportunities afforded by further analysis of these data, 

interviews with movement elites and reproductive justice activists might help adjudicate 

between competing explanations of the association between angry call-outs and elites’ 

adoption of reproductive justice frames.   

In conclusion, I find evidence that by targeting mainstream elites, activists may 

have precipitated a shift away from the liberal feminist frame that had shaped mainstream 

opposition to abortion restrictions for over 40 years.  By analyzing the online interactions 

that precipitated this shift, I am able to analyze movement processes which were 

previously inaccessible to scholars.  The elites’ adoption of reproductive justice rhetoric 

following call-outs on Twitter was reflected in offline advocacy efforts, suggesting that 

online interactions can yield meaningful changes in the offline world.  If, as I argue, 
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social media affords new pathways by which to shape movements’ framings, effective 

civic participation may be newly accessible to a wider population.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

Wendy Davis’ filibuster and the United State Supreme Court ruling Whole 

Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt were the headlines which defined the public conception of 

the resistance to H.B. 2, a restrictive Texas abortion bill.  But a Texas-based social 

movement built support for abortion rights culminating in the massive turnout in support 

of Wendy Davis’ filibuster and sustained support for abortion rights during the three-year 

wait for the Supreme Court ruling.  The online conversations among the members of this 

social movement during the bill’s debate and passage were recorded because of the 

platform activists used, creating a unique opportunity to investigate the between-

individual within-movement interactions, an aspect of social movements which is not 

usually accessible to study.  Applying computational and qualitative methods to a 

massive dataset reflecting this online social movement conversation, this dissertation 

sheds lights on the social movement processes behind the scenes of these headlines. 

 

The primary findings outlined in the location analyses in Chapter 2 are that a 

substantial majority of the participants were Texans and almost all of the Twitter 

conversation about the bill was in support of abortion rights.  By establishing participants' 

geographical and political positions, these findings set the stage for the subsequent 

analyses. The study's findings also increased the local legitimacy of online opposition to 

the bill, which pundits had characterized as out of state interference in the absence of data 

to the contrary.  The most readily available data on the scope and scale of participation in 

online conversations are raw indicators of volume, which obscure the locations of 

participants.  The media's failure to characterize movement participants in more nuanced 

ways, including by location, means that representations of the internet as an illegitimate 
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space for civic engagement will continue to contaminate perceptions of social movements 

that take place online.  Social movement scholars should bear in mind that descriptions of 

online activities are generated through a complex selection process which shapes the 

information available about online phenomena.  From the perspective of reproductive 

health studies, this chapter’s most important finding is that the massive online 

conversation included many Texans who supported abortion rights – even in the state’s 

remote rural areas. This finding suggests that the polarization of reproductive health 

policies by state does not reflect the heterogeneity of residents' views regarding abortion 

rights.  These implications suggest that the accuracy of descriptions of online social life 

will depend on the development of tools that yield nuanced characterizations of its 

participants.  By attending to what these tools might look like, sociologists could advance 

public debates regarding the role of the internet in social and civic life.  

Most obviously, Chapter 3 confirms the widely hypothesized centrality of 

emotions and social ties in supporting engagement in social movement organizing.  

However, the chapter’s implications extend beyond this finding.  The transition to using 

digital data will require the reinvestigation of long-held operationalizations of many 

social phenomena.  This chapter undertakes refinement of the ways we measure online 

social ties, but social ties are just one of many objects of scientific interest which must be 

redefined in a context where self-report is less common.  Despite the promise of 

widespread quantitative data about social behavior online, online measurement of most 

objects of sociological interest will present the same problems as offline measurement: 

error and bias.  Online operationalizations will at least sometimes suffer from 

measurement error, although the degree of this error will likely decrease from that 

observed in my classification of emotions in Chapter 3.  We accept error in our offline 
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measurements, but what kinds of error we will accept in the measurement of online 

phenomena has yet be addressed by our discipline.   

There are two significant considerations regarding error which social scientists 

must address as we begin studying social behavior in the online context.  First, some 

error will likely come from algorithms and thus will be systematic, but its direction, 

magnitude, and differential impact in different subpopulations may be difficult or even 

impossible to determine.  If we are uncomfortable with the type of uncertainty associated 

with the use of algorithmic classification, we will have to develop our own tools or 

partner closely with computer scientists.  Even then, we may have to accept new kinds of 

error.  Second, we must give careful thought to how we will account for error in our 

statistical and summary reports of online phenomena. Quantitative sociology has 

historically relied on the central limit theorem and random sampling for generalizability.  

Studies of online platforms are more akin to case studies, which are subject to unique 

constraints that must be accounted for in our models and interpretations. If we seek 

generalizable characterizations of the online social world, we will likely have to argue for 

their external validity by new means, whose nature and persuasiveness could have 

significant implications for the future practice of our discipline.  Sociology may play an 

important role in bringing circumspection to inferences from “big data”.  

 

Chapter 4 presents evidence that elites who were targeted by activists were more 

likely to adopt a novel frame, particularly if they were targeted using negative emotional 

appeals.  Online social media data make interactions between movement participants 

newly accessible to analysts.  Using data of this type, I identify an internal movement 

process by which frames may be transmitted.  Specifically, I find that elites who were 

"called out" by reproductive justice advocates were more likely to adopt intersectional 
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frames than those who were not so targeted.  This finding appears to reflect social 

media’s democratization of communication, which has made elites more accessible, and 

more accountable, to activists.  And activists’ use of anger in this changing 

communication context appears to have contributed to the widespread reframing of 

abortion rights among mainstream Texas feminists.  To summarize, I find evidence in 

support of a possible new pathway by which activists may transmit their demands to 

elites within social movements.  Scholars of social movements would benefit from 

undertaking further such individual-level analyses, which capture the interactive 

processes that may play an increasingly important role in shaping framing outcomes as 

social movement activity migrates online.  

Insofar as they illustrate a constructive use of negative emotions in online political 

discourse, these findings have implications outside social movement studies and 

reproductive health research.  While incivility online receives substantial critical 

attention, my findings in Chapter 4 suggest that it may sometimes serve a purpose. 

Subjection to angry demands from activists is no doubt unpleasant. From the activists' 

perspective, however, it may have served as an effective strategy for achieving the long-

held goal of introducing a reproductive justice frame to abortion rights discussions.  

Certainly internet incivility is not always productive. An accurate characterization of the 

distinction between productive and unproductive online incivility might contribute to 

efforts to combat abusive behavior on social media. 

 

The emergence of online activism has made the development and application of 

new approaches to studying social movements regarding abortion and contraception in 

the online context both necessary and possible.  These new approaches may advance a 

longstanding goal of demographers - to understand the social processes surrounding 
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demographic phenomena.  Work of this kind is of particular interest to demographers of 

fertility, insofar as social movements intersect with fertility behavior and reproductive 

health policy.  

In light of the complex and bidirectional relationship between reproductive health 

policy and adjacent social movements, activism has long received the scholarly attention 

of demographers of fertility.  For example, several series of papers in Population and 

Development Review analyzed the role of social movements in shaping events which 

unfolded at international conferences on population in Mexico City and Cairo (McIntosh 

and Finkle 1995; Finkle and Crane 1985)  Taking a more explicitly formal approach in 

his presidential address to the Population Association of America, Paul Demeny 

articulated the crucial role of collective action and decision-making in formulating 

society-level goals for population processes (Demeny 1986).  Linking social change with 

fertility behavior, Watkins also incorporates an understanding of collective action into 

both her examinations of demographic phenomena and her study of the discipline of 

demography itself (Hodgson and Watkins 1997; Watkins, Rutenberg, and Wilkinson 

1997; Watkins 2000)  In general, demographers' understandings of the ways social 

movements frame their objects of study has both provided direction for their research and 

informed how they present their findings to a wider public. 

Given the politicization of reproductive health policy, demographers benefit from 

taking social movements’ framings into account as they determine how to describe their 

scholarly findings.  This is important because as research findings are taken up by 

activists and policy-makers their meanings are often misrepresented – usually in ways 

that increase the consonance between the findings and the advocates’ frame.  By 

anticipating such misrepresentations, scholars are better able to limit unsubstantiated 

interpretations of their work. Scholars who seek to understand the social context of 
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demographic policy must adopt new methods of investigation in response to the 

emergence of online social movements.  By virtue of its detail and timeliness, digital 

social data may yield new insights into the social processes surrounding reproductive 

health policy.  This dissertation advances the methodological repertoire demographers of 

fertility rely on for this work. 

 

As with any study, there are limitations inherent in my data and methods.  I begin 

by outlining the limitations stemming from my data, then address limitations of my 

analyses and the inferences it allows me to draw.  

Turning first to selection, by choosing to use online social media data I 

automatically exclude from my analysis all people who do not have access to the internet. 

Furthermore, since much of the data I analyze were generated via mobile phone users 

accessing the platform, I probably exclude most who do not have access to mobile 

internet.  The most recent Pew Research center poll, from January 2016, estimates that 

Twitter is only used by 16% of the adult population (“Question Search” 2016).  The 

population who use Twitter and other social media is also younger, more likely to be 

racial or ethnic minorities, and more likely to reside in an urban center (Perrin 2015).  

The impact of this exclusion is lessened in the case under study because there is some 

evidence that people joined Twitter in order to engage in the online movement 

conversation surrounding H.B. 2.  Another general limitation of my data is that its 

sampling relies on hashtags, which may be used more frequently among more 

experienced Twitter users.  However, the analyses I undertake are explicitly regarding a 

social movement conversation, not a population-representative characterization of 

opinion or rates of participation.  As such, sampling by hashtags is logical, since hashtags 

were the way conversational participants found and connected with each other.  As a 
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result, limitations typically associated with hashtag sampling may be mitigated in this 

case.  

Because my investigation centers on online social movement activity, I exclude 

offline conversations by design.  This obviously limits my capacity to generalize beyond 

the online context.  I also likely miss some of the interactions among movement 

participants and some public speech from movement elites and activists, both of which 

might have influenced phenomena I observe online.  In particular, this could have 

particular implications for my conclusions in Chapter 4 if some elites used reproductive 

justice framings outside of Twitter but not within it, or on Twitter but not elsewhere.  

Methodologically, I make several decisions which limit the conclusions that may 

be drawn from my findings. First, this analysis focuses on "Twitter users," defined based 

on user accounts, which may belong to either individuals or organizations. I thereby 

assign individuals and organizations the same status in my analysis.  I do this because I 

know that several of the most active twitter accounts were officially linked to 

organizations and they are a crucial part of the conversation.  Furthermore, individuals 

may create more than one Twitter account if they choose and thus this approach may 

overestimate the number of individuals participating.  My methods for identifying both 

opinions about abortion and emotions in tweets are subject to error.  To mitigate the 

impact of this error, I hand-classify tweets and compare these findings to automatic 

classification for both approaches and am circumspect about my interpretations of the 

emotions findings because the classification scheme I employ is far from perfect.  

Finally, my findings in Chapters 2 and 3 discuss participation in the online social 

movement conversation.  I recognize that this is just one of many possible measures of 

social movement participation. 
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While subject to a variety of limitations, my data remains a valuable resource to 

social scientists.   Specifically, social media data offer something which social scientists 

rarely have access to: individual-level time-series indicators including interactions 

between participants. By developing the capacity to use data of this type, sociology 

benefits both methodologically and theoretically. 

 

This dissertation only begins the work of examining online social movement 

conversations about abortion and contraception.  Clearly, because of the case-study 

nature of the findings presented here, the conclusions I reach require replication beyond 

the specific movement conversation under study. I outline three directions in which the 

project of this dissertation might be most fruitfully extended.   

First, in light of its observational, largely quantitative design and reliance on 

latently-collected data, this study is a good candidate for extension via interviews.  

Interview data from participants in the online social movement conversation would help 

discriminate between various causal interpretations of the observational findings 

presented here.  A second extension, of particular relevance to Chapter 3, would be a 

follow-up study extending the period over which participants’ engagement in the online 

conversation about H.B. 2 is measured.  Such an extension might follow participants 

through the three years of litigation culminating in the decision of Whole Woman’s 

Health v. Hellerstedt.  A third extension focuses on Chapter 4, which examines the 

interactions between reproductive justice advocates and elites.  Building on this 

foundation, future work should examine whether and how frames were transmitted 

conversation-wide.  For example, did participants who stayed longer in the conversation 

begin using elites’ frames? And, if so, was this confirmation accounted for by individuals' 

adoptions of frames or by the abandonment of the conversation by those whose initial 
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frame use differed from the dominant one?  Such work would either be very time-

intensive (classifying 1.66 million tweets for frame presence), or it would require better 

computational classification strategies than are presently available. 

In order to advance our work in a social world which is becoming increasingly 

digital, we must continue to develop our disciplinary capacity to classify the massive 

amounts of data generated through online social behavior. Sociologists must remain 

abreast of, and contribute to, ongoing developments in the field of automated text 

classification, particularly for emotions, themes, and frames.  As the overwhelming 

majority of online interaction occurs on proprietary social media platforms, sociologists 

must also collaborate with computer scientists to advance formal methods for the 

description of platform-level determinants of online social behavior.   

 

The opposition to H.B. 2 in Texas was not without precedent. Texas attorney 

Sarah Weddington successfully challenged the criminalization of abortion in Roe v. 

Wade, the case whose decision by the United States Supreme Court led to the legalization 

of abortion care in the United States in 1973 (Roe v. Wade 1973).  However, over the 

intervening 41 years, the introduction of abortion restrictions in Texas met with very little 

popular resistance.  The opposition to H.B. 2 during the summer of 2013 headlined a new 

era of activism in support of abortion rights.  And the Supreme Court’s rejection of two 

provisions of H.B. 2 in Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt represented a resounding 

vindication of the activists’ strong response to the bill.  This dissertation has provided an 

examination of the online component of that response in the interest of illuminating its 

significance and internal mechanisms.   
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APPENDIX A: MEASURING SOCIAL TIES AND NETWORK 
STRUCTURE 

While the bulk of this dissertation is based on tweets themselves and in both 

chapters 3 and 4 I rely on communication as a measure of social tie, I also collected 

followership data for 11% of the Twitter users who participated in the conversation. In 

this section I describe my motivation for choosing to use measures of interaction instead 

of measures of followership in my analyses of social ties. 

Scholars from computer science and information science often operationalize 

social ties as followership or other automated ties like friendship on Facebook (Kramer, 

Guillory, and Hancock 2014; Bond et al. 2012; M. McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook 

2001; Pentland 2014; Tonkin, Pfeiffer, and Tourte 2012; Baldassarri and Diani 2007).  

Indeed, at the time I undertook this dissertation the only published study of the social 

transmission of online activism had resulted in a series of papers all using Twitter 

followership as their measure of social ties (Sandra González-Bailón et al. 2011; Sandra 

González-Bailón et al. 2014; S. González-Bailón, Borge-Holthoefer, and Moreno 2013; J. 

Borge-Holthoefer et al. 2011; J. Borge-Holthoefer, Rivero, and Moreno 2012). 

Because I was reading this literature when I began my dissertation, I initially 

thought that followership was the best measure of ties in the social movement 

conversation, I eventually decided that ties measured by communication more closely 

matched the concept of social ties as conceptualized by sociological theorists such as 

Granovetter (Granovetter 1973; Granovetter 1978), McAdam (McAdam 1986), Polletta 

(Polletta 2006), Snow (Snow, Zurcher Jr, and Ekland-Olson 1980), Raine and Wellman 

(Rainie and Wellman 2012; Wellman et al. 2001; Wellman and Wortley 1990), and 

Jasper (Jasper 1998b).   
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I take Granovetter’s basic definition of social tie as a relationship whose strength 

is “the (probably linear) combination of the amount of time, the emotional intensity, and 

the intimacy (emotional confiding), and the reciprocal services which characterize the 

tie” (p. 1361 in M. S. Granovetter 1973).  This basic insight is borne out by Wellman, 

who in a series of studies spanning media from mail to telephone calls to internet chat, 

has found that greater communication indicates greater closeness of social ties (Wellman 

and Wortley 1990; Rainie and Wellman 2012; Wellman et al. 2001). McAdam’s (1986) 

seminal argument that recruitment to the Freedom Summer was enhanced by social 

network ties to existing activists follows this specification.  The measurement of tie 

strength as frequency and emotional intensity of interactions is also taken as the basis for 

Polletta’s argument that latent networks can be generated via brief emotionally intense 

interactions and then lay dormant as interactions cease during periods of movement 

inactivity.  Other theorists similarly build on Granovetter’s additive scheme. 

The tweet data I initially purchased from TweetReach included only tweet text, 

user name, date and time.  Initially, I thought that I would also need a complete list of the 

followers and friends (follow-ees) of each user who tweeted about the bill in order to 

understand the process by which users joined, left, and sustained interest in the 

movement conversation.    However, upon completion of data collection for 11% of the 

users’ followership lists, I compared several measures of network ties to determine if 

followership was uniquely helpful in explaining continuation in the movement 

conversation.   

In order to do this, I specified networks built by ties of the following types: 

symmetric (mutual) followership (only for 11% for whom I collected this data), any 

communication in the movement conversation, any communication with a positive affect 

in the movement conversation, and any communication with a trusting emotional tag in 
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the movement conversation.   For each type of tie, every user had a list of tied other 

users.  Those lists varied as the type of ties varied.  In this way, I compared four networks 

of the same users.  

Using each of these specifications of ties in turn, I computed degree centrality for 

all participants in the conversation for each network specification.  Degree centrality for a 

user is the number of ties that user has in a network.  For example, in a friendship 

network, degree centrality is the number of friends a person has.  Figure A.1 displays the 

distribution of users according to degree centrality as measured by each type of tie.   

Using these measures of degree centrality, I plotted the proportion of users 

continuing past the first day of the conversation for degree centralities 0-6 and 7+ in each 

network specification. Figure A.2 displays the proportion of users continuing past the 

first day for each level of degree centrality for each way of measuring ties.  At each level 

of degree centrality the relative height of the lines indicates the proportion of 

conversational participants with that number of ties of that type who continued in the 

conversation past the first day.  To read the figure, note that – for the same number of ties 

–  continuation is greater when ties are of the type with a higher line. 

A striking feature of both figures A.1 and A.2 is their relative uniformity across 

types of ties, demonstrating that the networks built from different types of ties are quite 

similar to each other.    This similarity was the initial indicator that non-followership ties 

might be sufficient. 

Examining figure A.2, the lines that reflect the rates of continuation by degree 

centrality as measured by communication are all highly similar.  Only the line reflecting 

rates of continuation by degree centrality based on followership deviates.  However, this 

deviation is only at lower degrees and the line still follows a similar trajectory.    
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I interpret these similarities of association as evidence that using communication 

rather than followership is an acceptable measure of social ties.  

Having collected the followership data for a large sample of users allowed me to 

test the equivalence of followership and communication as measure of continuation in the 

social movement.  Because both measures of social ties have theoretical justifications, 

discerning which is better is a question both of their capacity to predict outcomes and 

their conformation with theoretical constructions of social ties in social movements.
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Figure A.1 Distribution of conversational participants by network location, measured four ways 
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Figure A.2 User continuation by degree centrality, measured four way
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF ELITES 

List of elites used in Chapter 4.  Public figures, journalists, leaders of 

organizations who are publicly identified on organizational websites, and organizations 

themselves are reported with their Twitter handle or identifier.  Other users are not listed 

here with their Twitter handles in order to protect privacy. 

 
AMYHM	 Publicly	identified	head	of	organization	

CECILERICHARDS	 Publicly	identified	head	of	organization	

HEATHERANGELE	 Publicly	identified	head	of	organization	

JREALINI	 Publicly	identified	head	of	organization	

LIZZWINSTEAD	 Politically-involved	public	personality	

	

Organization	staffer	

	

Organization	staffer	

	

Organization	staffer	

	

Organization	staffer	

JANESDUEPROCESS	 Organization	

LILITHFUND	 Organization	

NARALTX	 Organization	

NARALTXLIVE	 Organization	

PPGREATERTX	 Organization	

PPGULFCOAST	 Organization	

PPGULFCOASTESP	 Organization	

PPNCACTIONFUND	 Organization	

PPSOUTHTEXAS	 Organization	

TEAFUND	 Organization	

WHOLEWOMANS	 Organization	

TEXYELLOWDOGDEM	 Organization	

ANDREAGRIMES	 Journalist/blogger	

CHRONIC_JORDAN	 Journalist/blogger	

CJPAUSTIN	 Journalist/blogger	

KATHTX	 Journalist/blogger	

KATIE_SPEAK	 Journalist/blogger	

SCATX	 Journalist/blogger	

BECCA_AA	 Journalist/blogger	

		 Individual	or	board	member	
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		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	

		 Individual	or	board	member	
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